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ABSTRACT 

The following paper is divided into three more or less separate 

sections. The first section (Chapters II- VI) deals with an analysis of 

the transport properties of a partially ionized gas subject to the con

straint that the average randon1 energy of all constituent particles 

is exactly equal (equipartition of energy). This con straint is necessary 

so that the forrr.al Chaprr1an-Enskog solution of Boltzrnan' s equation can 

be used to evaluate the various transport coefficients. Subject to this 

constraint, a set of tractable equations describing the mass and energy 

diffusion in a partially ionized gas is obtained that includes all terms 

correct to the order of the square root of the ratio of the electron to 

atorr1 nlass corr.pared to one. The transport coefficients are evaluated 

for heliurn and argon over the complete range of partial ionization 

assurr. ing that the species particle densities are quite close to their 

equilibriun, values. 

The analysis indicates that the electron and ion diffusion 

velocities are more closely coupled than the equations of Chapman and 

Cowling show. The added coupling implicitly applies the constraint 

of zero mass velocity to the gas locally. Because of this constraint a 

current in the di:rection of (E x B) x B occurs in addition to the direct 

and Hall currents. 

It is shown that the only part of the thern1al conductivity that 

can be influenced by a magnetic field is that part of the energy carried 

by the diffusion of the charged particles. For this reason, rr.agnetic 

fields, in general, cannot be nearly as effective in reducing heat trans

fer rates as was previously thought, e. g., a n 1agnetic field will have no 
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influence on the thermal conductivity in a fully ionized gas, except 

through its influence on the current density and the thermal diffusion. 

Chapters VII- IX comprise the second section of this paper and 

deal with the development of a similarity solution for axially symmetric 

e l ectric discharges . A number of parameters are obtained and 

discussed. The solution is evaluated for a discharge in argon gas at 

one atmosphere pressure in which the temperature on the axis of 

the discharge varies from 6, 000°K to 19, 000°K. The current-voltage 

characteristic obtained from this solution is compared with an experi

n"l entally determined curve of H. Maecker. 

The third section of this paper (Chapters X - XIII) is concerned 

with the mechanisms of energy transfer in arc jet devices. Use is 

made of the previous sections of the paper to determine the relative 

magnitude of the amount of energy that is transferred to the gas in the 

various parts of the electric discharge. The various possible electrode 

configurations are discussed in detail and compared. The design and 

performance of an annular electrode arc heater with a rotating arc is 

next described and discussed. Because of a number of undesirable 

performance characteristics of this type of electrode configuration, a 

modified heater was constructe d with the cathode emission occurring 

along the axis of the applied magnetic field. Details of the unexpectedly 

good performance of this configuration are given. It is shown that the 

arc potential drop depends primarily on the strength of the applied 

magnetic field and the gas enthalpy downstream of the arc. The 

dependence of the arc potential drop on the arc current and the ambient 
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pressure is shown to be weak over the ranges tested, e. g., 50 to 

300 amperes for the current and l to 4 atmospheres for the pressure. 

Some heat transfer measurements taken with this equipment are 

presented. 

Appendix I is concerned with the evaluation of the transport 

coefficients in a partially ionized gas. Formulae are developed for 

determining the viscosity, thermal conductivity, and electric con

ductivity of the plasma. These coefficients are computed for argon 

and helium at one atmosphere pressure and over the temperature range 

of partial ionization. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

I. 1. Historical Sketch 

Although electric arcs have been used and studied now for over 

orte hundred and fifty years, their use as a device to heat a gas flow to 

several thousand degrees Kelvin is comparatively recent. It is only 

with the advent of the ballistic missile and the projected exploration of 

the inner planetary system that the need has arisen to develop equipment 

capable of producing steady-state gas flows in which the stagnation 

ten.perature is between 2., 000°K and 12, 000°K. Considerable work was 

done on devices of this nature by a number of German workers between 

1 
1940 and 1950 >:c, and this research has formed the basis for most of the 

sub sequent work in the United States. During the past six· years numer

ous devices have been built and operated throughout this country
2

-
4

. 

They can be div~ded approxin.ately into three groups, each having its 

own c haracteristics. These t ~' pes, together with their advantages and 

disadvantages will be discussed in a subsequent section. In general, 

Lhe design is based upon precedent and trial and error. No one con-

figuration has yet prov<:~d itself to be superior to the others for all 

applications. 

Practical applicat i on::> oi arc heaters are being fou11d in more 

anu n.ore widely diversified fields. Hypertherrnal wind tunnels using a 

plasma jet to heat the gas to about 10,000 B. T. U. /lb. are in use in 

many laboratories for studying heat transfer rates and ablation rates 

of 'lOse cone n.aterial. These installations range from a few kilowatts 

* Superscripts denote references at the end of the text. 
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0 5 6 
to 15 megawatts supplied to the arc ' • A number of organizations are 

actively engaged in developing arc heaters as low thrust propulsion 

d . f h' l 7 - 9 Th . l l l ev1ce s or space ve 1c e s . e se eng1ne s use a ow m o ecu ar 

weight gas for propellant, heat it with the arc and expand it through a 

sonic orifice and nozzle to an exit velocity greater than l 0, 000 m/ sec. 

I > l, 000. Numerous applications are being found for arc heaters out-
sp 

side of the aeronautical industry, e. g., chemical processing, spray 

coating' with ceramic materials and as magnetohydrodynamic research 

tools. 

I. 2 . Analytical Technig,ues Available to Describe Arc Phenomena and 

Thermal Pla srnas 

Until recently, the literature pertaining to the theory of arcs 

has consisted mainly .of a number of mechanisms that were postulated to 

explain the various phenomena that have been observed. These rr.echanisms 

have been worked out in m 'athematical detail. In general, the mechanisms 

can be grouped into two classes, linear and non-linear. The former 

~ssumes that changes in gas particle energy over one rr1ean free path 

are small compared to the gas internal energy, and that d~anges in 

velocity 'Over a mean free path are small compared to the velocity of 

sound. When these assumptions are made it is possible to study a plasma 

or electric discharge by considering it as a mixture of perfect reacting 

gases that is perturbed only slightly from equilibrium because of grad-

ients of electrical potential; . chemical potential, and terr"perature. The 

familiar expressions for 

laminar heat transfer q = - ?< V T 

electricai conductivity j = - o- '\!¢ 
shear stress (t- = ~ Q~.M./ 
.,;-mnlP examples of linear mechanisms? Non-linear mechanisms 
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are defined as those that involve the treatment of problems where changes 

in either energy and velocity over a mean free path are of the same order 

as or larger than the gas internal energy and speed of sound, respectively. 

The development of turbulence and the phenomenon of run-away electrons 

in an electric discharge through hydrogen are examples of non-linear 

mechanisms. The best documented non-linear phenomenon in electric 

discharges is the dependence of the electron and ion drift velocities on the 

square root of the electric field in low pressure discharges where the per 

cent ionization is low. In this case the temperature of the charged parti

cles is assumed to depend upon the electric field only and is evaluated by 

balancing the energy that these particles gain from the electric field with 

the energy that they lose due to collisions with uncharged particles. Agree

ment between experiment and theory is quite good over certain ranges of 

E/p, the electric field divided by the pressure. This is documented in 

many curves of the measured diffusion velocity of charged particles 

plotted as a function of E/p which are shown in References 19 and 23. 

Inherent in the usual treatments of linear systems are the assump

tions of local equipartition of energy among the particles and local Max

wellian velocity distribution. Neither of these assumptions is in general 

acceptable in a gas rnixture that contains electrons and through which an 

electric current is passing. Because of the weak coupling in energy trans-

_fer from the electrons to gas atoms or ions and because the electrons 

absorb initially a high percentage of the energy transferred from the 

electric field to the gas, the mean electron energy is always higher than 

the mean atom and ion energy, sometimes by a factor of over 10. When 

the dependence of the cross- sections for energy exchange between elec

trons and ions or atorns falls rapidly enough with the relative velocity, 

the local distribution of electron velocity can be distorted far from the 
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Maxwell distribution. In some cases, e. g ., an electron and proton mix-

ture, the interaction cross-section falls so rapidly that the electron 

energy becomes undirectional in the direction of the applied electric 

field and the well-known phenomenon of run-away electrons occurs. Un-

fortunately, the whole theory of the gaseous state, as developed in thermo-

dynamics, statistical mechanics, irreversible thermodynamics, chemical 

kinetics, and the theory of non-uniform gases do not allow for local depar-

tures from equipartition of energy among the species present in a gas mix-

ture, even in the presence of externally applied fields. Recently, some 

efforts have been made to obtain a solution of Boltzmann's equation for a 

two-particle system (electron-ion) in which the constraint of equipartition 

10 
of energy was relaxed • A similar treatment of a three particle s ystem 

is still not available in the literature, possibly because of the complicated 

nature of the rnany new interactions that ·.>ecome available. 

Although the general solutions for a three particle system con-

strained by equipartition has been i r.. existence for m.any years now, the 

algebra involved in handling the corr.plete solution is so unwieldy that the 

physical implications behind the n-~athernatical solution have not yet been 

fully elucidated. It is felt that before any attempt can be made to develop 

a con1plete matherr.atical theor y for a system in which energy equipartition 

does not occur, the solution for equipartition should be studied in detail, 

and its implications clearly understood. Finkelnburg and Maecker have 

attempted to do this in their article, 11 Thermal Plasmas and Electric 

1 
Arcs 11 

; however, some algebraic errors have crept into their work and 

their expressions are still so corr.plicated that it is difficult to interpret 

them. 
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I. 3. Extent of Present Analysis 

The analytic portion of the present work is rnostly concerned with 

an attempt to simplify the general Chapman-Enskog solution to Boltzman• s 

equation for a system of atoms, ions, and electrons. At the sarne time the 

implications of the finite reaction rate in the production and recombination 

of the electrons and ions is studied. In order to introduce the reaction 

rates into the general rr;.athematical solution, it is convenient to use irre

versible therrr10dynamics so that all possible interactions can be obtained. 

In general, irreversible thermodynarnics is only a convenient bookkeeping 

technique for properly catal~uir:g all of the possible interactions between 

the various transport processes in the fluid under study. In the general 

treatment of the species diffusion and energy transport equations using 

irreversible thermodynamics, no restriction is initially placed upon the 

species concentrations so that the diffusion and heat transfer rela tions 

derived are generally valid and are not coupled to any assumption made 

concerning the reaction rate. The first section of the analysis reported 

here is the derivation of the three general sets of relations for the trans

port properties of a partially ionized gas frorr1 the laws of irreversible 

thermodynamics. The vector equations for species mass diffusion and 

energy diffusion are each discussed in detail. The scalar reaction rate 

equation is next derived from chemical kinetic considerations and it is 

shown under what conditions the linear approxirnation of irreversible 

thern-: odynamics is valid. If desirable, it is possible to introduce any 

reasonable expression for the reaction-rate equation, valid when the 

reaction is far from equilibrium, into the general equations for particle 

and energy diffusion in the gas mixture . The second order tensor 

equations, involving the stress-strain relations for the fluid are derived 
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but not discussed in detail. 

The general results of the above analysis are used to discuss 

two problems. The first is a model of a cylindrically symmetric 

electric discharge, when the reaction rate is fast enough to keep the 

particle concentrations close to their equilibrium values. The second 

problem that is discussed is the formation and structure of sheaths 

between a solid surface and a plasma under conditions close to 

equilibrium. The interpretation of some arc phenomena in terms of 

these solutions is then discussed in some detail. In particular, the 

range of validity of the linear approximation as applied to electrical 

discharges is clearly outlined. 
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II. THE FORMULATION OF TRANSPORT PROPERTY ANALYSIS 

II. l. Formulation of the Problem of the Transport Properties in a 

Gas by the Use of Irreversible Thermodynamics 

In formulating the problem of the motion of the various species 

relative to the center of mass of the gas and of the energy transport it 

is desirable to list the various phenomena that can be considered to 

have some bearing on these processes and then see to what extent a 

comprehensive analysis can be made to include all of them. The follow

ing list describes most of the processes of interest that occur in 

partially ionized plasmas. 

( 1) An electric current is carried by the diffusion of the 

electrons relative to that of the ions. 

(2) A current of charged particles relative to the neutral 

particles occurs; this curren t i.s know11 as arnbipolar diffusion. 

(3) Both of the above phenomena occur when there are gradients 

of any of the following: 

(a) species density 

(b) pressure 

(c) ten1perature 

(d) electric potential. 

(4) Energy is transferred by thermal conduction and by species 

diffusion. 

(5) Energy can be added to the gas from an externally applied 

electric field. 

(6) Recombination of electrons and ions as well as ionization of 
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atoms is occurring throughout the gas. 

(7) Seyeral of these processes do not attain equilibrium 

·. instantaneously but must be characterized by relaxations times or 

reaction rates, e. g •• a reaction rate equation is necessary to describe 

the deviation of the ionization level from equilibrium. 

(8) A~y. or all of the above processes can b e modified by the 

presence of either an externally applied magnetic field or a self-

generated magnetic field. 

(9) Shear and comptessive stresses in the gas can conceivably 

affect t h e above processes. 

The ideal method of studying the behavior and interaction of the 

above quantities is through the use of kinetic theory, usually involving 

some treatrr.ent of the relevant Boltzrr ... ann equation. Unfortunately, 

because of the great cornplexity of the problem, not even an approximate 

solution is available as yet. Burgers
10 

has considered the equivalent 

problerr. for a fully ionized gas,and Chapman and Cowling
11

• among 

12-14 
many others , have investigated numerous aspects of the behavior 

of a par t ially ionized gas under s e v e rely restrictiv e assumptions, where 

most of the possible interactions arr1ong the phenorn ena are deliberately 

omitted so that a solution may be obtained. An alternati ve, but l e ss 

self-contained, method of handling this problem is available through 

the use of tht thernlodyn~mic s · u£ the steady state, or. as it is commonly 

. 15 16 
called, . irreversible thermodynann cs • • The application of this 

technique requires that the following steps b e carried out: 

(1) An expression for the entropy production rat e p e r uni t m ass 

of the gas rr ... ust be deriv ed and the t e rn1s repr e s e nting r eve r s ible 

entropy changes and irreve rsible e ntropy production s e parated. 
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(2) Each term that involves irreversible entropy production is 

a product; one part of the product is called a "flux"; the other part is 

called a "force". 

(3) All fluxes and forces that are of the same rank tensor are 

linearily inter-dependent. In addition other terms may result by 

the contraction of any other tensors representing forces and fluxes of 

rank 2 higher than that under consideration if they are symmetric. 

(4) The coefficients i , ~he various systems of linear equations 

have certain syn·tmetry properties that result from. the application of 

the Onsager reciprocity relations. 

(5) The coefficients that are left after applying ( 4) must be 

evaluated by recourse to either kinetic theory or experiment. 

The great advantage of this procedure is that a complete solution 

to the problen1 of the transport properties of a gas mixture can be built 

up by using the results of a number of simplified kinetic theory analyses. 

Using this technique, Finkelnburg and Maecker
1 

have derived a 

set of relations for a three component plasn.a that incorporate most of 

the required phenornena and their interactions. These equations are 

extremely complicated and littl e effort has been made to apply them to 

specific problems; n.oreover, they do not consider cases where charge 

accun!Ulation can occur nor do they allow for finite reaction rates. A 

b P . 1 . 1 3 d. h 1 . 1 d . f recent report y 1pnn 1scusses t e e ectr1ca con uctiv1ty o a 

partially ionized gas using very general considerations, but he also 

does not allow for charge accumulation or finite reaction rates and his 

expressions are not simple or easy to interpret. 

Rather than atten-1pt to n.odify the treatrnents discussed above, 
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we will treat the problem in full. 

Before proceeding to the purely mechanical aspects of the der

i va tion it is necessary lo exarr.ine two rather fundamental problems that 

arise when efforts are made to apply the thermodynamics of the steady

state to the derivation of equations that can adequately explain transport 

phenomena occurring in ionized gases when externally applied electric 

and magnetic fields are pre sent. The first problem arises from the 

postulate of Equi.partition of energy among the various gaseous species. 

In order to apply thermodynarnics and irreversible thermodynamics to 

the systerr. this postulate must be rigorously true to the extent that when 

perturbations to the equilibrium systern are introducted due to gradients 

of electric and chemical potential and the temperature, no perturbation 

in the species tem.peratures develops. This constraint on the system 

implicitly implies that the gas particles are extremely strongly coupled 

energetically, so that energy transfer through collisions of the particles 

of the various species one with another occurs at a rate much faster 

than that at which any one species can gain energy from or lose it to 

an external field. Unfortunately, because of their small mass, electrons 

are coupled energetically much more strongly to the electric field 

energy than to the internal energy of the ions and atorr1s of the plasma. 

Hence the electron energy will, in general, be sorr1ewhere between the 

lin"l its shown below: 

At present there does not appear to be any simple technique available 

to introduce into the general analysis a perturbation in electron tern-
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perature fron . the gas tern perature. Probably the most serious limit 

on the range of validity of the procedure adopted here occurs because of 

this difference between T e and T g when the results are applied to 

electric discharges. 

The second problem that arises when irreversible thermodynamics 

is used to study phenomena in ionized gases, is that of determining 

how to compute the influence of a magnetic field upon the transport 

properties of the pla srr.a. Since this problern can best be investigated 

once sorr.e of the formalisrr, of the theory has been outlined, a discussion 

of this irr. portant point will be deferred until after the vector flux and 

force system has been constructed in the following section. 

With these introductory remarks, it is now possible to proceed 

to the mechanics of computing the transport properties of a partially 

ionized gas. 

II. 2. Entropy Production Rate 

The equation for the entropy production rate for an open system 

of a rr1ixture of gases can be obtained by corr, bining the first and second 

17 
laws of thermodynamics as follows : 

d 
s. n. 

d 
e. n. 

d l d 
n. 

1 1 1 1 
) ) - 2/i ( _1 ) T dt ( = crt + p err( crt p p p p 

i 
(Il-l) 

s. and e. are the entropy and internal energy per particle. The various 
1 1 

time derivatives on the right-hand side of this equation can now be 

replac e d from the conservation equations. The mass conservation 

equation for each type of particle is 

p ft- ( 
n. 

1 

p = "7 . 
J . 

1 

m. 
1 

+ r . 
1 

(II- 2) 
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By adding together the Eqs . (II- 2), the equation of mass conservation 

is obtained. 

(II- 3) 

The final equation that is needed is an energy conservation relation, a 

convenient forrn of which is the fo llowing: 

(II- 4 ) 

Substituting Eq s. (II-2), (II- 3 ), and (JI- 4 ) into Eqs. (II-1) andre -

arranging sorne tern l s, the following entropy conservation equation is 

obtained. 

(II- 5 ) 

The second tern1 on t he left-hand side of the equation represents the 

reversibl e entropy changes while each tern1 on the right-hand side of 

the equation represents irr eversibl e entropy production. It can be 

l 5 
shown that each of the tern1s on the right-hand side of the e quation is 

intrinsically positive. 

II. 3 . Flux and Force System.s 

Three groups of forces and fluxes, ordered according to the 

tensor rank, are represented in ·Lhe terrn s on the right - hand side of 

Eq. (II- 5 ). The last tern1 and the trace of the second te rm fa ll into the 

first group, which coasists of scalar quantities. The flux quantities 

are the spec ies production rate r . and the divergence of the mass 
1 

veloci ty 'tector '\l· u. U s ing the continuity Eq. (II- 3), the second flux 
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V'. u can be equated to the Eulerian derivative of the logarithm of the 

density- (d/dt)(.lnp) and this representation of the flux term is con-

sidered preferable. The force terms corre sponding to the above fluxes 

are the cherr:ical potentialsfoi and the pressure increrrlent op, which is 

the trace of the stress tensor P. and indicates how much the compressive 

stresses cause the pressure in the gas to deviate from the thermodynamic 

pres sure. Since only one chemical reaction will be considered, that of 

ionization and recombination, it is possible to combine the three 

chemical potentials into one term 
15 ~. Y. P: , where v . is the digit 

1 1 1 1 

appearing in the reaction equation indicating the number of mols of the 

constituent taking part in the reaction. The first set of phenomenolog ical 

equations can hence be written as follows: 

t(h~) ~I q 
-r + /,,_ ~ Y.- .,J.N.: 

c. ·At_T 

r, ~~~~ + :~,_ 2;_ Yip~ (II-6) 
hal, .. ../e. T 

r: = r2 r; . c0~ = ;(2_ I ' 
In this paper, the electrons will be identified with particle 1, the ions 

with particle 2, and the atorr, s with particle 3. The various forces and 

fluxes have been divided by suitable local properties of the gas in such 

a manner that the coefficients.;( .. ,1a ve the dimensions (time) -
1

; they 
lJ 

are inverse relaxation times. T h e coefficient ;/ 
11 

is generally termed 

the second coefficient of viscosity and can be interpreted in terms of a 

relaxation time for internal degr e es of freedom. For a gas rr;ixture 

composed of electrons, ions, and atoms, the processes of excitation 

and depopulation of excited electronic states can sorr1etirnes have a very 
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., 
:; 

long lifetin; e and contrioute 

lime as represented by ..f
11 

substantially to the overall relaxation 

;( 2.2. represents a reaction rate, an 

approxirr1ate expression for which wi ll be derived from chemical kinetics 

in a later section. c{ 12 or ~ t..l is a coupling coefficient about which 

little is Known. 

The second group of relations are vector quantities and comprise 

the first and third terms of the right-hand side of Eq. (II-5). These are 

the well-known relations that couple diffusion phenornena and energy 

flux. The flux quantities are the rr1ass flux rate of each species per 

unit area J . , and the energy flux rate p er unit area Vv. The correspond-
1 

ing forces are the gradients of chemical and e l ectric potentials and the 

gradient of the logarithrr1 of the ternperature. The phenomenological 

relations can now be written using a set of forces X. and coefficients 
1 

L.. , L. T, which can be tensors, and subsequently will be defined in 
lj 1 

detail. 

Jl = Lll xl + Ll2 Xz + Ll3 x3 + LIT XT 

J2 = L21 xl + Lt..2 Xz + Lz3 x3 + LZT XT 

J3 = L 31 xi + L3 2 Xz. + L33 x3 + L3T XT 

v..· = L Tl Xl + LT2XL.+ LT3 X3 + LTT XT 

Since the J. are diffusion mass flux vectors, by definition 
1 

It then follows that the relations shown below are valid: 

~ L. 
1 1J 

= 0 0 

(Il-7} 

~ J . = o. 
1 i 

Before the syrr.n.etry relations an ,ong the coefficients can be written 

out, it is now necessary to discuss the manner in which magnetic field 
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effects are to be treated. The electric and rnagnetic fields enter 

explicitly into the force s y s tem through the term F./m. of Eq. (II-5). 
1 1 

One consistent definition of F./rn. is (e. /m. ){E +(u x B\l., where E is an 1 1 1 1 "{: 

applied electric field and u is the rr,ass velocity vector. This is the 

definition that is generally adopted in most discussions of the irreversible 

therrr.odynan.ics of electrically conducting systems. Consistent with 

this definition the coefficient L .. of the force terrr1 are, in general, 
1J 

tensors due to the magnetic field. Syrr1metry relations between the 

various coefficients can still be postulated from general considerations 

of microscopic reversibility. These arguments do not indicate, how-

ever, which of the coefficients do depend upon the magnetic field 

not do they give any hint as to the nature of the dependence. This 1n-

formation has been obtained in the past through an appeal to son;e 

approximate treatment of the relevant Boltzmann equation, usually 

en1ploying mean free path considerations. 

In studying the effects of a magnetic field upon the transport 

properties of a pla srr.a, a slightly different point of view will be adopted 

in this report. A set of phenon.enological equations will be written for 

the fluxes in terms of a set of forces that need not be independent of the 

fluxes. The coefficients in these equations are then assumed to be 

scalars that can be corr.puted by the Chapn-.an-Enskog method as applied 
associated 

to a gas n . ixture. The "force" /with the electric a nd rr.aJ'leti ::: :icltls is 

now defined as (e./m.) {E +({u + u . ) x B11, where u is the mass velocity 
1 1 1 

of the gas mixture and u. is the diffusion velocity of the i th species. In 
1 

the nature of a postulate, we shall assurr.e that the entire influence of 

the n.agnetic field upon the transport properties of a plasn,a can be 
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introduced into the equations through the "force" terms shown above. 

Without any further attempt at a rnore precise definition, the magnetic 

field effects introduced by the above postulate will be called first order 

magnetic interaction terms . A number of arguments can be developed 

in favor of adopting this procedure. 

( 1) The terms involving the "force" components L .. (e./m.)(u. xB) 
1J 1 1 1 

can all be moved to the left-hand side of the phenomenological equations. 

A set of linear equations can now be written for the flux components of 

the various species that are parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic 

field. By solving for the individual flux components, a set of equations 

are obtained between the fluxes and the forces. Each coefficient of the 

force terms now depends upon the magnetic field and has the proper 

symn1etry relations to the other coefficients required by microscopic 

reversibility considerations. 

(2) The expressions for the ion and electron diffusion velocities 

in the presence of a magnetic field derived by the above procedure can 

be reduced, under some conditions, to the expressions derived by 

Chapman and Cowling (Reference 11, page 328), who used mean free 

path considerations to cornpute this effect. It will be shown later that 

the rnagnetic field influence on the heat transfer rate that is indicated 

from the present analysis is fundamentally different from that computed 

by Chapman and Cowling and others. This fact could be used as an 

argument to show that the hypothesis set forth above is completely 

untenable. However, in order to obtain their solutions, the above-

mentioned authors have had to simplify the problem to such an extent 

that the answers which they obtain do not necessarily reflect the true 
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state of the physical situations. In particular, when Chapman and 

Cowling compute the influence of the rr.agnetic field upon the heat transfer 

rate (Reference 11, pp. ::.. 36, 329, and 342) they find it necessary to 

assume that the charged particle diffusion rates, the electric field and 

the gradients in all properties except temperature are zero in the 

direction of the heat flow. Because of the Thompson thermo-electric 

effect, these assumptions are incompatible, since either an electric 

current will flow or an electric field must develop along the temperature 

g radient. When they discuss the heat transfer rate in a one-particle 

fluid that is electrically charged (Re ference 11, p. 336) these assumptions 

then are compatible. However, large electric fields must be present, 

as can be seen frorr1 the induction equations V • D = en ; hence the 

successive approxirr~ ation scheme which they use to obtain the zeroth 

approximation to the velocity distribution (Reference 11, pp. 329-330) 

is suspect. Since the point of view adopted in this report introduces 

significant simplifications into the treatment of problems dealing with 

the influence of magnetic fields upon the transport properties of plasmas 

and since it does not appear easy to prove a priori that it is fallacious 

th e r e is sorn e merit in investigating the irr1plications that result from 

the postulate. Whene v er the results differ from those obtained from 

anothe r approach, as in the influe nce of a magnetic field upon the heat 

transfer rate, then precise e x perirn ental measurements should be able 

to establish which procedure leads to the rnore accurate results over 

the range of magne tic fields that can b e produced in the laboratory. 

In general, it is possible to d e fin e the "forc e s 11 involved in a 

number of diffe rent ways, d e p e ndi n g upon what use is to be made of 
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the equations. As discussed above, the "force" due to the e lectro-

magnetic field will be defined as follows: 

electric force = (F/mi) = (e/mi) [E +{(u + ui) X B}J = xE. (II-8a) 
1 

The definition of the thermal force follows directly from Eq. (II-5). 

thermal force = - V T /T = XT (II-8b) 

The remaining force terms, which are the gradients of the chemical 

potentials, irnplicitly include the gradients of the partial pressures and 

hence represent a generalization of Fick' s law for diffusion caused by s p e cies 

density gradients. The use of chemical potentials is particularly useful 

when particle or energy flow occurs across interfaces (e. g., solid to 

gas ) as the potential energy jumps that can occur across the boundary 

are described by using the continuity of chemical potential across the 

interface, as in the Peltier effect. However, in treating a gaseous 

rnixture only, it is sometimes more convenient to use the gradient of 

the logarithm of the partial pressures of the various components as the 

driving forces, as follows: 

diffusion force = - (kT/m. ) V ..lrv p. 
1 1 

= (II-9a) 

Since both representations will be used in later sections, a general 

relation betwe e n the gradient of the chemical potential and the gradient 

of the logarithm of the partial pressure for a perfect gas will be derived 

now. The chemical potential for a corr,ponent of a gas mixture is given 

17 
by Summerfeld on page 90; 

~ = h. - T s. - kT .l,v(p/p. ). 
1 1 1 1 

The expressions for the enthalpy and entrop y of a perfect gas are 
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~ ,_ :=. (.c P) 4 T -+ ( ~ o ') , · 

Sc: = (Cp ),; h T- ~ .J-wjo +(So )c: 

Substituting these relations into the expression for the chemical 

potential and dividing by the factor kT the following equation is 

obtained: 

~.; 

At.T 
When the gradient of this expression is taken the required relation is 

obtained: 

(II-9b) 

This expression can be written in terms of the "force" of diffusion and 

the thermal "force" as follows: 

(II-9c) 

When the gradient of the partial pressure is used rather than the gradient 

of the chemical potential in the phenomenological equations it is 

necessary to redefine the coefficients of the thermal "force'' terms. Let 

the coefficients of the thermal "force" terms be defined as LiT when the 

gradient of the logarithm of the partial pressure is used, and let them be 

called a.i T when the gradient of the chemical potential is used. The 

following expression relates these two coefficients 

L.T+}:L . . " f I.J 

For the 3 particle system under consideration this relation can be 

simplified by using the condition that ~ · 
J 

can now be written as follows: 

L .. = 0. lJ Equation (II-9d) 

(II-9d) 
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m 
a 

(II-9e) 

This coefficient is to be used when the diffusion "force" is given by the 

following expression: 

diffusion force = - (kT/m. ) V ( U./kT) = XF 1 

1 ~ 1 . 
(II-9f) 

1 

Chapman and Cowling11 and Hirschfelder, Curtiss, and Bird15 (page 

713) show that the coefficients LiT can be identified with the thermal 

diffusion coefficients. 

For convenience, the definitions for the forces will now be all 

grouped together and the vector phenomenological equations restated 

with the Onsager symmetry relations applied to the coefficients. The 

force system is defined as follows: 

Xi = (XE)i + (XF)i = ( e/m) [ E + [(u + ui) x B] - (kT / ei)..lln pJ 

(II-1 0) 

Using these forces, all the coefficients L .. and L.T, relating the fluxes 
1J 1 

and forces, are postulated to be scalars. The vector phenomenological 

relations remain formally identical to Eqs. (II-7): 

J1 = Lll xl + L12 Xz + L13 x3 + L1T XT 
(II-11) 

J2 = Lzl xl + L22 Xz + Lz 3 x3 + L2T XT 

J3 = L31 x1 + L32 x3 + L33 x3 + L3T XT 
(II-12) 

w = LTl xl + LT2X2+ LT3X3 + LTTXT 

The Onsager reciprocity relations state that the matrix of the 

coefficients should be symmetric. In addition, since L. . J. : 0 I 
1 1 
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L .. = 
lJ 

0 0 (II-13) 

The coefficients L .. are essentially multiple diffusion coefficients and 
lJ 

have been written out by Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird
15 

for a general 

three component system. They are evaluated for an electron, ion, atom 

mixture in our Appendix 1. The thermal diffusion coefficients LiT are 

also discussed in Appendix 1. The quantity LTT is a heat transfer 

coefficient. It will be shown later that it is more convenient to work 

with a heat transfer coefficient that involves LiT as well as LTT and 

does not include the energy transported by the diffusion of the various 

species. This heat transfer coefficient, called 
J 

is evaluated in 
=0 

Appe •1di.x l. 

The third group of forces and fluxes involves the relations 

between the stress tensor P and the rate of strain tensor (ou/or). 

Consistent with our previous assumptions, the postulate is made that 

these tensors and the coefficients relating their various terms are 

independent of the magnetic field. The phenomenological equations for 

these forcc"! s anc. fluxes are then given by the hydrodynamic viscous 

stl· c -.:>- strain relations, a convenient form of which is 

P- p u = -(1'\l{<au/ar) + (ou/ar)+\ + ( ~(.~1- 'X.') V. u u (II-14) 

The term (au/or)+ represents the transpose of the tensor (ou/or). 

The three groups of relations (II-6), (II-10), and (II-14) are m 

general coupled together. The manner in which the Eqs. (II-6) interact 

with the vector Eqs. (II-11) is discussed in detail in the following 

sections. It will be immediately recognized that the coefficient L
11 

in the Eqs. (II-6) is effectively the same as the quantity ( ~[-,1-?\'), 
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defined in Eqs. (II-14) from a purely hydrodynamic viewpoint. 

Coupling between the vector Eqs. (II-11) and the tensor relations (II-14) 

takes place through the occurrence of u x B in the vector force terms 

X. • It remains to be shown whether, as a result of this coupling, 
1 

stress-strain relations involving magnetic field interaction terms can 

be derived which have any relation to the equations presented on page 

338 of Chapman and Cowling
11

. Since the problems considered later 

in this report deal with configurations where V. u = 0, the viscous 

stress terms will not be discussed further. 
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Ill. REDUCTION OF THE DIFFUSION EQUATIONS 

The three diffusion equations, Eqs. {II-11), represent very 

general statements of ohm's law and the law of am bipolar diffusion. 

Before these equations can be of much use, however, they must be 

simplified and the coefficients L .. and L.T replaced by expressions 
lJ l 

derived from kinetic theory. For convenience, the equations will be 

presented in a number of different forms so that they can be readily 

adopted to a variety of uses and also that they may be compared with 

expressions derived by other authors. The Eqs. {II-11) can be written 

out in detail as follows: 

+ L e ... 
i2-,.,..,.., .. { E -1- _,(.(; )( B + J;, X 8 

I')'Y'Ia. ,yv~ 

In these equations particle 1 has been identified with the electrons, 

{III-1) 

particle 2 with the ions, and particle 3 with the atoms. These equations 

can be simplified considerably in a number of ways. It is possible to 

drop all terms that are of the order of the ratio of the electron to atom 

mass compared to one. Also, the force terms involving the partial 

pressures of the three types of particles can be grouped together in 

some manner to further simplify the force system. One possible way 

is suggested by the grouping of the chemical potentials in Eq. {II-6). 

In practice the grouping 1 n p p /p A/ 1 2 3 does aid in simplifying the 

equations and is, as well, a useful form for studying the interactions 

of Eqs. {II-6) and {II-11). Since J
1 

+ J 2 + J
3 

= 0, it is necessary to 
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solve only for J 1 and J 2 • Putting e 1 = -le\, e 2 =le\, m
1 

=me, 

m 2 = m 3 = ma and using relations (II-12), the Eqs. (II-13) can be 

simplified to the following set of equations. 

J: + L i. 1 I e1 :T. x 8 _ L c. 
2 

1 e 1 Ji. x 8 
l'l'Yl e />'YI c "'Y'Vc .,....,..,., ... I?'YL a. ;?IV 2. 

(III- 2) 

For many applications the diffusion velocity, rather than the mass flux 

rate of the various particles is more useful, hence the particle 

velocities will be used in the further reduction of Eqs. (III-1 ). In 

order to reduce the number of independent driving forces to a minimum 

in Eq. (III-1), the following definitions are made: 

L X - - ~T( L . ~ - L . ~ ) K " ~ T ;, T T - I el (, • ,..,..,., e c. 2.. I'm .._ e 
(III-4) 

L ·., ( K~- kz ) ~ T V k T 
(. " ....-)'Y) (:\. 

Equation (III-4) is an identity. The q uantities Ke and K
1 

defined in 

Eq. (III-4) are very closely related to the thermal diffusion ratios as 

defined by Chapman and Cowling
11 

When these expressions are 1n-

traduced into Eqs. (III -1), a somewhat simplified expression is 

obtained: 
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I.. + L ~ 1 ~ .T, x B _ L ~:a. 1e1 J;, x B 
h7'l e non e ~ ~ ,.,., ._ /W1 ~ ,v r 

=- (L.: ,tel -L ·a.le' ){E+-~X 8 + ~(v.k~ + Kevrh nl(III-5) 
,.,., e • non "' l c. l f';;" I 

- L i. 2. il {f;J h f-e Jo x ;- ( K e- K z ) V h T ). 
~~ f'o.. 1 

Two generalized forces are now defined as follows: 

(III- 6) 

(III-7) 

When these expressions are used, and the values of the coefficients L . . lJ 

introduced, the equations for the electron and ion velocities are found 

to reduce to the following expressions: 

~e.+ ¥(,S+E-)_...u....e.xB- ¥ct>(a-6)~z: l( B 

¥ { fi + ~ - ; ( 1 - r) \ F, ' - ¥ cp ( 1 - cf) F~ 

~z.. +¥E ~(l-o)_..u..,exB-¥"ltcf>(ltcl"'l-tm)...t.VzX B 

== ..-q,{ ,13, +I - ~ (1-J"") t F, I- ¥ cp (I + dfi)T'\) ""1. ~ 

(III-8) 

Equations (III-8) are correct to the order of the electron to ion mass 

ratio cornpared to one in describing the electron and ion diffusion 

velocities in a three component gas mixture. They cover the complete 

range of ion density from zero to complete ionization. When the gas is 

. -4 I -2 almost completely ionized (10 < (na n
1
) < 10 ) these complete equa-

tions must be used to describe the transition from the partially ionized 
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I - 4 
gas to the completely ionized gas. When (na n

1
) < 10 , the gas can be 

conside red completely ionized and great simplifications to Eqs. (III- 8 ) 

I -2 
result. When (na n

1
) > 10 important simplifications to Eqs. (III-8) can 

still be made. Since the expressions (III- 8 ) are still too cumbersome to 

be of much use, they will not be discussed in detail. 

First, we will show how they can be reduced to the ion- e l ectron 

system by using the values of the coefficients as eval uated in Appendix 1. 

The group of coefficients 

approaches zero, and the 

¥ (p + €-) ~( ~ )I( 1 e I n
1
) as the atom density 

sp 

group ¥ ¢(1 - o) -7m ( tr: )I( 1 e I n 1). When 
sp 

these expressions are introduced into the Eqs. (III-8), the terms in the 

force functions F i and F 
2 

that contain the gradient of the atom partial 

pressure cancel each other and the simplified equations become: 

l e ln'V.z: ~ e +~e.')(. B -...,..yv~x, x B 
l1Sp 

:::: [ -+.,U X B-r fef{vkfe-t Ke~k r}-/YYI ~;{vrk pt fzt(Ke~ K1 )'V.k T1(III-9) 

I e I I")"Vr .,.u; .1 + /Yl"1 ~ c. x B - E /h1 :,U.. z x 8 
d';p 

= f-m[E-rAL X 8-r fe.T{vJ,je+ Ke vh rn-E~l.;!-qvhfc fr-t(Ke- l<t)V'~T 1 
As long as the ratio of the electron to ion density E is approximately 

one , the ion diffusion velocity is sn:aller than the electron diffusion 

velocity by the mass ratio (m ln1 ) and can in g eneral be neglected 
e a 

when computing the current density, which becomes 

-L + tt'"s r" i X B = asp [ E + _A..c.. X 8 ;-~ T{ "Jn ../; e + K. e ~ h T } J (III- 1 0) 
r tel~x. re1 I 

This e quation is quite similar to the expression derived by Spitzer
12 

on 

page 2 1. However, Green
21 

has pointed out that the manner by which 

Spitzer derives his equations cannot adequately account for the thermal 
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diffusion terms and that the expression shown above is probably a more 

accurate expression for a generalized ohm's law in a fully ionized 

plasma. 

We can next derive a set of equations that will be valid for 

I - 2 
partial ionization over the range 00 > (na n

1
) > 10 . This leaves only 

the transition region where 10-
2 > (na/n

1
) > 10-

4 
which requires the full 

Eq. (III-8) to adequately describe the ion and electron diffusion. This 

small region of ionization level will not be considered further. In the 

region of ionization, oo > (na/n
1

) > 10-
2 

, we can now put .). n pa rrX 0 

in F 1 • and call the new generalized force F 
1

• The coefficients are 

also somewhat simpler when this restriction is made, since ¢ ~ 1, 

o ~ 0 as shown in Appendix I. Equations (III-8) now reduce to the 

following set: 

(III-11) 
u1 + Y € u e x B - )!' 1"\ u1 x B = ¥ ( p1 + 1 - ~ ) F 1 - lr' yt F 2 . 

where 

F 1 = E+ ux B+ (kT/te\) ( ..-7 ..L..v p + K -q..Jn T) 
"i e e 

The product y f3 can be written as ( 1 e \ /kT) ea 
/?'V~ + /YV t1&. c. 

and interpreted as a modified electron mobility. Similarily, the term 

"2:( 13 1 is a modified ion mobility and can be written as 

(III-12) 

The first important difference that we note between a fully ionized and 
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a partially ionized gas is that in the latter the ions diffuse with a velocity 
1 

of approximately {m lm )2 that of the electrons in an electric field. e a 

This entai l s a reasonable arr!ount of n1ass flow and is balanced by a 

flow of atoms in the opposite direction induced by the electron-atom 

collisions. The parameter (J deterrr.ine s the degree of coupling that 

occurs between the ion and electron diffusion rr,otions under the influence 

of magnetic fields. Strong coupling can only occur wl1en either [3 ;S 1 , 

r-J 1 ~ l , or when both occur simultaneously. In terms of the non

dimensional quantities introduced in the appendix 

[3 = (I-+CA)2. 

O..+C 

1 

b ( 2lm) 2 and [3
1 

= ac 

Approximately, [3 ~ 1 when 10 >a>. 1 and ~ 
1 

::_ 1 when a< 10- 3 • 

Since a= (nalni) , this indicates that the e lectron diffusion is not 

strongl y influenced by the ion diffusion when the gas is ionized e i the r 

l ess than ,1 0 per cent or more than 90 per cent. On the other hand, the 

ion motion is strongly coupled to the electron motion by a magnetic 

fie l d when the gas is ionized more than 0. 1 per cent. In these ranges 

3 I I - 1 of ionization 10 > (na ni) > 10 , and (na ni) < 10 , the electrons move 

freely under the action ofF 
1 

and hence the plasma electrical conductivity 

is very similar to that of a fully ionized gas, except that the collision 

cross-section for the electrons n ,ust be modified to include the e l ectron 

atom collisions. 

When the magnetic field is sn.all enough so that the terms u x B 
e 

and ui x B can be neglected, these equations (III-11), become particularly 

simpl e to rr1anipulate. However, when the magnetic field is large 

enough so that the terms containing it cannot be ignored, the rather 

complicated coupling terms between the electron and ion velocities 
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makes this form of the equations difficult to handle or to compare with 

expressions derived by other authors. With a little algebra, the follow-

ing symrnetric and more tractable form of these equations can be derived: 

o((F. +~e><.B) 
(III-13) 

~+~),..U.z - E ~e <(F.- F2. +~zx B) 

where the definition a. =)-{([3 +'" )'1.- f} has been made for convenience. 

By substituting Eqs. (III-13) into Eqs. (III-11) it is possible to obtain 

decoupled expressions for the electron and ion velocities . These are 

AA.. e + ¥ (fi + E -~) ..M- eX B - Yo<: ( ,..u; e X 8 ) X B 

0 (j3 + E - I ) F I - ¥ Fz. + y o( F, X B 

....U.. r + 't(fi+ E- -11 )...u..% x B - Yc< (~r x 8) x B 

~ ( ,1$ J + l- ~ ) F, - lS" 11 Fa. + ){ a( ( F, - F ~ ) X 8 . 

(III-14) 

For some applications, the e l ectric current and the mass flux rate of 

the charged particles are more appropriate variables than the electron 

and ion velocities. These quantities are defined as follows: 

electric current density j = I e l (n
1
4_ - ne ue) 

charged particle mass flux density J = ma n 1 u 1 + me ne ue 

These flux rates can be evaluated by using Eqs. (III-14) and are 

j + 'kr((d +~-'I-t )-/x. B- Yo<(;" xB) x B 

Y fl'Jz I e1 [ { (-j3 +fi 1 +(I-f) ... } F, + ( E- ">1 ) F:t. 1 
+ ¥ o( ...-yt.;I I e I { ( 1- E- ) F. ')( 8 - F2_ X 8 \ . 

r + ~ (fi + E --rt ) r x B - 1r o( ( ~ x B ) x B 

= ~ /Y'V ~ rnv ~ [ { ,.8, - ~ t?'Yl /$ + ( I - ~ ) } F. - "">1. F,_ l 
+ ~o( I'YIIr rnv.,.. {<F:- ~ ) x 8) 

(III-15) 

(III-16) 
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For completeness we add the equation J a = - J, where J a is the mass 

flux rate of the atoms. 

Comparing the above results with expressions obtained by other 

11-14 
authors , a number of comments can be made: 

(1) The effects of gradients of ion and atom density as well as 

deviations from charge neutrality are introduced explicitly for the first 

time to the author• s knowledge. These relations are essential for the 

understanding of phenomena that occur at all interfaces between plasmas 

and solid boundaries and in particular at the elec t rodes of gas discharges. 

(2) The effect of magnetic fields on the flow of current and mass 

flux of charged particles is shown to be considerably more complicated 

than previously thought. In particular, there is a current in the direction 

of (E x B) x B in addition to the direct and Hall cui:rents. 

(3) Equations (III-13) can be directly compared with the equations 

derived by Chapman and Cowling
11 

(page 328). For low per cent ioniza-

tions the Eqs. (III-13) become identical to those of Reference 11 except 

for the linear coupling terms in the velocity. These extra terms 

implicitly apply the constraint of zero mass motion of the gas locally 

to the equations describing the electron and ion motion as derived by 

Chapman and Cowling, and hence remove a discrepancy pointed out by 

them concerning their equations, which were derived from mean free 

path considerations. 
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IV. REDUCTION OF THE HEAT FLUX EQUATION 

To study the heat transfer relationsJ an alternative form of the 

phenomenological relations given by Eqs. (II-1 0) and (II-11) will be 

used. The "forces11 Xi will be changed to Xi' = (XE)i + (X'F)i J where 

the "force" term (X 1 F)i is given by Eq. (II-9b). The coefficients of 

the thermal "force" terms now change to aiT J as shown in Eq. (II-9e). 

Making these changes and using some of the identities (II-12), the 

following equations are obtained: 

(IV -1) 

(IV -2) 

(IV - 3) 

Using the relations {IV-1), the forces X 1
• can be eliminated from the 
1 

energy flux equationJ (IV-2). The resulting expression can be written 

as follows: 

(IV -4) 

where the following definitions are made: 

I a(T I Ll.~ c( T 2. L 2. I L,= 
L,, L:t). Lt~. 

(IV-5) 

L I": e(T2. L,. - oer, L, .... 
~ 

L" L,_2. L; .. (IV-6) 

Lr,-.2. .2. 2. 

-T?( = o<:r, o(T2. L,L- -<'rt L1.1.-o<:T.a.L., 
T~o 

L ,, .L.t 1 - L~~. 
(IV -7) 
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The coefficients L 1 ' and Lz' can be evaluated by using the relations 

(II-9e), (III-4), and Appendix l. The resulting expressions are found to 

be: 
L' 

1 
5 

= ( z + Ke) (kT/me) 

L I -2 -
kT 

KI ma 

(IV-8) 

(IV -9) 

The definition (III-5) has again proved very useful by simplifying the 

thermal diffusion terms. 

The coefficient IJ(J=O is the heat transfer coefficient when all 

diffusion currents are zero. Chapman and Cowling11 , as well as 

Hir schfelder, Curtiss and Bird
15

, give formulas for evaluating ?(J=O" 

This is done in Appendix 1. 

The heat flux equation can now be written as follows: 

\N = ( f + Ke ) ,./c. T :r. -t-
n1'1~ 

-t- (- '){ T-:.u) ~ T. 
(IV-10) 

It should be emphasized that this equation is exact. The form of this 

expression is surprisingly simple, each terrn being self-explanatory. 

For some applications, it is desirabl e to have the heat flux 

expressed in terms of the current density and flux rate of charged 

particles, rather than the electron and ion n1a ss flux rates. The 

following equation indicates the required relationship in this case: 

W = ( f + K e)~ T f + {tf + Ke- K t) ~ T +tel V1 }.T 
L e 1 hY1 Cll. 

(IV-11) 

- ?( T:u ~ T. 
Equations (IV -1 0) and (IV -11) are somewhat different in form and in the 

physical interpretation of the processes that are occurring than the 

expressions of other authors for the thermal conductivity of a partially 

or fully ionized gas in the presence of a magnetic field. The expressions 
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given by Chapman and Cowling
11 

(pp. 329, 337, 342.), Spitzer
12 

(p. 88), 

and Covert
4 

(p. 76) all indicate that the magnetic field influences the 

thermal conductivity in a manner similar to its influence on the 

charged particle diffusion, namely, that the total thermal conductivit:y 

in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field B, but parallel to 

the temperature gradient v T is reduced by the factor 
I + c..vc. a. 'i'e a. 

to 

l -r l.U c..,_ 1e%. 
both the magnetic 

and that a thermal flow of magnitude 

"\! T is induced in a direction perpendicular to 

field and the temperature gradient'\] T. In direct 

contradiction to this, Eq. (IV-10) indicates that the magnetic field has 

no influence on the thermal conductivity due to collisional energy trans-

fer <?G-:o v T) and affects the energy transfer rate only through its 

influence on the diffusion rates of the charged particles and consequently 

controls the energy carried by these diffusing particles. .:En a fully 

ionized gas J~ 0, hence an applied magnetic field will have a direct 

influence only upon that part of the heat transfer rate that is due to 

thermal diffusion. In a partially ionized gas, when the reaction rate is 

fast enough to maintain the gas at near equilibrium electron and ion 

density even where temperature gradients are present, then, as will be 

shown later, the dominant part of the heat transfe r rate is due to the 

recombination energy released by the electrons and ions as they diffuse 

ambipolarily from the hot to the cooler gas. Under these conditions, a 

magnetic field can have a very pronounced inflaence on the energy 

transfer rate in the plasn1a. 
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Before any further progress can be made with the diffusion and 

heat flux equations it is necessary to study the other set of Eqs. (II-6), 

which describe the reaction rates in the gas mixture. This is done in 

the next section. 
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V. REACTION RATE EQUATIONS 

The Eqs. (II-6) indicate that there is a coupling between the 

energy relaxation processes and the species production rate in the gas 

mixture. In this report the only phenorr,enon that will be treated is the 

species production rate, since most of the problems under study occur 

in regions of the gas where ~ .,;U-; = 0. The relation that requires 

investigation is now reduced to the expression shown below: 

~ =nve..(,.2...,A-e.-t~r. -~Q,. (V-1) 

.,.i.T 
lfl: order to compute ~22 and to obtain some indication of the range of 

validity of Eq. (III-1). the kinetics of the reaction will be studied in 

some detail. In the following discussion a distinction will be made 

between the electron temperature and that of the ?eavier particles. 

Once a few electrons are pre sent in the gas. the production rate 

of electrons depends mainly upon the collision rate of atoms with 

electrons whose energy exceeds the ionization pote .'ltial. or some 

excitation potential of the gas. Kinetic theory can be used to obtain an 

expression for the number density of electron-atom collisions per 

second that could lead to either ionization or excitation of the atom, 

(See Reference 18, pp. 685-691. ). 

00 -~ '>1-~ .. 
[ r; ]-+: /J'V~r hVo. /[l~ ~Tc ~11,& T·s;~/.l"'l J ~5 I ( S,-~) e;Q 1] J<-, (V-2) 

~- 0 \/ i- v~, 

In this expression ")( is the electron energy and the integral }
2
S 1 (I,., ) J. f 

0 

is the cross-section for ionization by electrons of energy "yt . At 

pressures of over a few millimeters of mercury, the recombination 
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mechanism that predon1inates is that involving the collision of two 

electrons and an ion. The recon1bination rate can be expressed by an 

equation similar to Eq. (V- Z) above ; (See Reference 18, page 691. ). 

coo I' coO 

[ ,-:] _ :a.. ~ li[ - l..t le I- F!~le ' n 1 n 
e -- ')"\/ e n·v r fi I'YYl« (.-'.T) 3! J e J' J e f s:£ (r, n~ I o{.r ( v- 3) 

When V is put equal to the ionization energy l e I v
1 

in Eq. (V-2), ex 
1 2 

a relation exists between s
2 

and s
1 

due to the assumption of 

microscopic reversibility incorporated in the equation for the equilibrium 

concentration of electrons, ions, and atoms which is given below; 

31 
_ ,e, v% 

(2 11 n-ne. ~ ~ ) .t. e ...teTe 
..-J,4 = 2. t:C r. (V-4) 

Using Eqs. (V-2, 3, and 4), the following relation is obtained; 

(1e1\fx tS1'CI(')t.$,(f ,le,\{+.rto() =- ~~~e3w-.co(_r'S:t(t",o<") (V-5) 

This equation can be interpreted as follows: 
2 

s1 is the cross-section 

for ionization of an atom by an electron of energy Jel VI+ J + a , 

resulting in an ion and electrons of energy f and a. 
1s

2 
1s the cross-

section for recombination of an electron and ion under simultaneous 

bombardment by electrons of energy t and a. Approximate expressions 

for 
1

5
2 

and 
2

5
1 

have been obtained by Thomson and Bohr (Reference 18, 

page 691), 

.t = 1r' { \el2. 2 .t. 
S 1 ( C 1 'l7 ) "'>1, 41i' lo ( ~ t lei V.t ) ~ 
, w o.. ~ 3 11 { 1 er~- ~ .t 
S1.(~,.(')-= Jt.TI"'me r:rJz o(, > 41T£.(rttel\h)~ 

(V-6) 

These expressions can be substituted into Eqs. (V-2, and 3) which can 

then be integrated to obtain the ionization and recombination rates. In 
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carrying out the integrals it is necessary to assume that the major 

contribution to the integral occurs when the electron energy is just a 

little greater than the ionization energy. The rnathematical assumption 

is as follows: 

.0 

fl fe-tlj 
F f jo 1. 

= when q > > 1 

The equations that are obtained frorri these integrations are shown 

below: 

(V-7) 

(V-8 ) 

(V-9) 

In these equations it is necessary to modify the production and recom-

bination rates by a term that indicates the probability of an inelastic 

collision occurring rather than an elastic collision. This factor is 

given by the following expression: 

(V-9a) 

'il( Je.l )" 
411~o Vr 

The net electron production rate can now be written as f ollows : 



The barred values of n e 
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na > and ~I are the equilibrium 

values. This may be used to define a characteristic time t
1 

for 

ionization as follows: 

(V-11) 

Similarly J a characteristic time for recombinations t
2 

is given by the 

expression: 

A,_= ~ ~r 1r /YP'f.t -4 lc 
P~~ a:f.._ ~ 3 fl\le ....,..Vz 

(V-12) 

Substituting Eq. (V-11) into Eq. (V-10) and taking the natural logarithm 

of both sides the following relat ion is obtained: 

(V-13) 

Comparing this equation with Eqs. (V-1), a criterion can now be given 

for the range of validity of the relation derived from irreversible 

thermodynamics and shown in Eqs. (II-6). The condition that the 

systen1 be close to equilibrium can be written as follows: 

so that _,.l,., ( J - A' /~ ) ~ + ..:/; ~ 
me. "'7\e 

( v -14) 

When this is the case the coefficient /
22 

can be determined: 

The reaction rate equation is then given by the following equation: 

r~ == T (V-15) 

In a later section criteria will be worked out to indicate when diffusion 
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is a more important phenomenon for charged particle removal from 

a discharge or plasma than is recombination. When this occurs, the 

system can operate far from equilibrium and in many cases the 

recombination term can be omitted. 

V. l. Comparison of Electron Production Rate Equation with Experiment 

The experimental results for electron production rate are 

usually expressed in terms of a coefficient between the ionizing 

efficiency S and the electron energy excess over the ionization 
e 

potential as follows: 

19 
Using this relation, von Engel has derived an expression for the 

electron production rate which is shown below: 

Comparing this equation with Eq. (V-8) corrected for the elastic 

I collisions, a relation between P and a 1 is obtained. 
ea 

I 

If Eqs. (V-8) and (V-9a) are assumed to be reasonably correct, 

(V-16) 

(V -1 7) 

(V-18) 

Eq. (V -18) can be used to compute the elastic collision eros s- section 

for the electrons and atoms and this value can be compared with 

experimentally determined electron-atom cross sections. 

Experimental data for electron-atom. elastic collisions is 

available only for mono-energetic electrons, hence direct comparison 
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of the cross-section as measured directly and as measured by the 

electron production rate and then computed from Eq. (V-18) cannot 

readily be made. Rough estimates indicate that they agree to within a 

factor of 5 or better. Due to the relatively reasonable agreement as 

indicated above between Eq. (V-8) and experiments, it is felt that for 

the present Eq. (V-8) adequately represents the ionization rate in 

high pressure gases. 

V. 2. Comparison of Eq. (V-9) and Experimentally Determined 

Recombination Rates 

The recombination coefficient a" is defined by [ 1_,] = a" n n 
e I · 

Eq. (V-9) can be evaluated and expressed as follows: 

a"= recombination coefficient= 4. 25 x 10-l~ CO"" 
I-T"" a:! t 

e -

Little experimental information is available for electron-ion recom-

bination rates. Comparing the few measured recombination coefficients 

with those computed from the above equation, the values agree to 

within a factor of 5 or less, which is considered adequate. 
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VI. RELATION BETWEEN REACTION RATE EQUATIONS 

AND THE DIFFUSION EQUATIONS 

Since the rate of reaction in the gas has an important bearing 

on determining the species density at any point, any of the coefficients 

or forces in the diffusion equations that contain a particle density term 

will be affected by the reaction rate equation. In particular, whenever 

V . u = 0, the force F 2 can be replaced by other variables that are 

already present and hence the system of Eqs. (III-16) can be somewhat 

simplified. The non-linear form of the reaction rate Eq. (V -13) will 

be used in what follows, rather than Eq. (V-1). 

-k ( I - )., f; ) 
nVc. 

= (VI-1) 

From Eq. (III-11) the form of F 2 is given by the following expression: 

(VI-2) 

Eq. (II-9c) permits the partial pressures to be replaced by the chemical 

potentials: 

+kv~T 
,.&.T 

(VI-3) 

The chemical potential can now be eliminated between Eqs. (VI-1) and 

(VI-4) 

When V .A-= 0, the species continuity equations can be written as 

follows: 

(VI-5) 
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Since re = rl = - ra it is possible to write Eq. (VI-5) in the form 

shown be low: 

r = (\/, J/m e a (VI-6) 

This equation can be substituted into Eq. (VI-4) to obtain the final 

relation for F 
2

: 

D T [ .-tv I '\7 A. '\7· ·T F2.::: -1t._ ( ~ + Ke- Kz) \7~ T + nt'lle."""e 
Jel ~T 1- .::f:.!_ V·T 

.......,._, "1'1 e 

] 
(VI-7) 

When the reaction rate is fast enough so that _,/, \1. 
nr1 " nU e 

J < < 1 J 

then the non-linear term of Eq. (VI-7) can be omitted. 

When the reaction-rate is extremely fast, so that the gas is at 

equilibrium at all points, in some cases it is possible to neglect the 

second term of Eqs. (VI-7) compared to the first term. Great care 

must be exercised, however, whenever this is done, as it involves 

the mathematical complication of dropping from a differential equation 

the highest order derivative, a process known as a singular perturbation. 

The above procedure is applicable only when "\?.,_....(.(.= 0 in the 

gas, or more generally, when p (d/dt) ( I"'W1 t ~L -t ~ e I"J"\/e ) = 0 , 
p 

where (d/dt) is the Euler derivative. The usual method of dealing with 

problems involving species production is to solve for J and j in terms 

ofF 
1 

and F 
2 

• These expressions for J and j are then substituted into 

the species conservation equations 

and these equations are then solved for the species number densities, 
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n
1 

and ne , by applying appropriate boundary conditions. 

The equations representing particle and energy diffusion have 

now been reduced to a point where it is possible to solve them for some 

simple models. The only model that will be discussed in detail is the 

two dimensional motion of charged particles through a gas that has 

zero mass motion. Gradients can exist only in one dimension. A one 

dimensional magnetic field can exist in the direction perpendicular to 

the surface in v.hich the particles move. This model can be applied to 

either a cylindrically symmetric volume of plasma or to a rectangular 

box of conducting gas . 
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VII. RADIAL PARTICLE DIFFUSION 

In this section the problem of the radial flow of ions and 

electrons from an axisymmetric volume of plasma will be discussed. 

The results, however, are applicable to one dimensional configurations 

as well. Eqs. (III-13) will be used rather than Eqs. (III-11) for the 

following study, and are reproduced below: 

VII-1) 

o< (F.- F~) + E- ~ e 
(VII-2) 

For convenience the following definition has been made: 

c< = '¥ { Cfi + E ) "1 - f } (VIl-la) 

Since the general problem of charged particle diffusion is very com

plicated, as is indicated by Eq. (III-14). the restrictions listed below 

are imposed: 

(1) The gas can have a uniform velocity component parallel to 

the magnetic field only. 

(2 ) No radial electric current can flow. 

(3 ) The applied magnetic field has only an axial component. 

The tangential velocity components of the ions and electrons are 

calculated first: 

(VII- 3) 

(VII-4) 
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The conditions for zero radial current can be written as follows: 

(VII-5) 

Substituting this relation into Eqs. (VII-3) and (VII-4) the tangential 

particle diffusion equations reduce to those shown below: 

= Yfi 8} (A.ke )y 

- ~fi, BJ ( ~x )y 
(VII-6) 

The radial components of the ion and electrons diffusion velocities is 

next computed. After some algebra and the use of Eq. (VII-5) they 

reduce to the following: 

This is an acceptable form of the radial flow equations for some applica-

tions. In general it is better, however, to replace the axial velocity 

components by the axial force system. These relations, which are 

obtained by calculating the axial velocity components of Eqs. ( VII-1) 

and (VII-2). are shown below 

( ...U. e ) J = - ¥ (fi + ~ -I ) (F. )J - ¥ ( F ... ) J- - { Y fi (M/ ~) y B e \ 

(.-(.Ut:)~.-= ¥ (B1 t-1-~ )(F;)l---'l¥(~)s.+fi, r (~%:)..,-Be 

Substituting these equations into the radial flow Eqs. (VII-7). the 

following relations are obtained: 

(VII-8) 
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{.B. +I-E+ Vca(fi ( 8: -tB; )}(..u.e )y +{<_a+ €; -I ) F. I + F.t 3-\ c('~· Be 
. -:::.- -<"(F, )..,... (VII-9) 

{B + E - I + Yo< _4, ( 8! -t- s;) 1 ( ..Lv .I )y + l (.8 I +- 1- E) F. 3- - "?\ F"z.. ~ ~o( lJ" 8 9 

. ~ o< {<F, )..,- -(f;. )v \ 
Smce(.M.z:~t(.«.t')yEq. (VII-9) implies a relation between{F 

1
) y and 

lF2 ) y. If we eliminate(F
1
)y from Eqs. (VII-9), the following ex-

pre ssions for the ion, a torn, and electron radial velocities are obtained; 

(._.u. c) = _ o( (F1 ).r + { (fi+ j.?, )(F, )1 - fi,(fi) 1- I lJ" Be 

v fiE+~, -t (1-E-)'z + (_,6',E-t-ft)Q(?r(B~-r811..) (VII-10) 

(.-u 1 )..., = ~ ( ....U.. e) v 

/}'1/ o.. ( ..M..- "-) '"(' = - /YV I ( ....,(.k :r ) 'Y 

The coeffici ents in the various terms of the first equation of Eq. (VII-10) 

can be put into a more familiar form using Eqs. (A-61, 62, 63 ). 

O mitting second order terms, Eq. ( VII-1 0) can be written as follows : 

There are a number of interestin_s features to the above equations that 

can be pointed out. 

{l) The flux rate J v is dependent upon three forces , the 

gradient of the product (n n
1
/n ) , the 5radient of the temperature, and e a 

the pinch force. 
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(2) The radial electric field that is induced can affect .:he flux 

rate J y indirectly through its influence on the radial distribution of 

ions and electrons, which is determined from Eq. (VII -9). 

(3) The manner in which an applied axial magnetic field affects 

the flux rate J y in Eq. (VIJ ·ll b) can be written in a more conventional 

form when n
1 

< < na as follows: 

I+ (VII -12) 

The influence of charge concentration ~ near a wall can have a very 

pronounced effect upon Eq. (VII -12). changing the magnitude of the 

coefficient of BQ 
2 + B 

2 
by as much as the mass ratio rne/ma . In 

order to obtain the highest reduction in the radial ion and electron 

flux to a surface by the application of a transverse magnetic field, the 

ratio ne/n
1 

should be rnade as small as possible on the surface. 

Although the above equations were not intended to be applicable 

in cases where Te > > TI it is found that they can be easily modified so 

20 
that they are. Comparing them with equations derived by B. Lehnert , 

for the radial diffusion of charged particles across a magnetic field out 

of a glow discharge, it is found that with suitable approximations the 

equations 1n that report and those derived above are identical except for 

,tJ Z.ta. E + ,l)er... in Eq. (VIJ ·12). 

LJe.o. E + .f>z.o-
the term 

The equations derived in the above sections will now be applied 

to the analysis of an axially symmetric electric discharge. A suitable 

form of the energy equation is first derived and then a similarity solution 

for some types of high intensity electric discharge is obtained. 
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VIII. THE ENERGY EQUATION 

In regions of the gas where the mass velocity is zero, the 

steady-state energy equation is 

v.w ( VIII-1) 

The external forces F . are defined by Eq. (II-7) and are reproduced 
1 

below: 

F" = e.: { E +- ( ..u. +_,a..;.) x Bl (VIII-2) 

These equations can be combined as follows: 

(VIII-3) 

An alternative form of Eq. (VIII-3) 1s the following: 

(VIII- 4 ) 

v-(w+ExH)=o 
When Eq. (IV-10) is introduced into this expression the final form of the 

energy equation is obtained: 

{ ( f + K e - l< ~) ; 
4 

J""- ( J -t K t!' ) ~ i } , V T- V· '(r. o 'V T 
(VIII-5) 

+ {( f -r Ke- Kx.L-£. T-rre1 \lx 1 \7- T 
/)yJ "-

1 .. E 

One important feature of this equation is that the magnetic field 

does not appear explicitly in any terms, in particular the coefficient 

( '( J=O) is independent of the magnetic field by definition. This 



result leads to the following statements: 

( l ) When a gas is fully ionized the only influence an applied 

magnetic field can have on the heat transfer rate is through the changes 

induced in the electric current in the gas. 

(2 ) When a gas is partially ionized, the magnetic field can 

influence the heat transfer rate by modifying the currents of charged 

particles only. If no currents of electrons or ions are present in the 

gas, the applied magnetic field cannot affect the energy transfer rate . 

When a plasma is in contact with an electrically insulated wall the energy 

transfer rate to the wall can be reduced by the application of a magnetic 

field parallel to the wall only by slowing down the ambipolar diffusion 

of the ions and electrons from the hot gas to the wall. Examining 

Eqs. (VI-5). a secondary effect is seen to exist, in that the temperature 

gradient can be influenced by the char .;ed particle flow rate. In general, 

these two effects have a tendency to cancel each other, as a reduction 

of the ion and electron flow rate allows more recombination to occur 1n 

the layers adjacent to the wall and thus increases the ternperature 

gradient. If the mean recombination time is very long compared to the 

transit time of the charged particles across the boundary layer at the 

surface, then a transverse rnagnetic field should significantly reduce 

the heat transfer rate from a partially ionized gas to a wall. 
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IX. EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE BEHAVIOR 

OF CYLINDRICAL ELECTRIC DISCHARGES 

WHEN NO RADIATION OCCURS 

In this section the arc column will be studied in detail. Using 

the results of the previous sections the equations of momentum and 

energy conservation are set up in radial coordinates, since changes of 

the variables in the z and Q direction are assumed to be negligible. 

These equations are second order, non-linear differential equations 

for the temperature and pressure as functions of radius. A similarity 

solution is first developed for the case where the thermal and electrical 

conductivities can be expressed as a power function of the temperature. 

A generally valid solution is then constructed for cases when the thermal 

and electrical conducti vi ties are arbitrary functions of the temperature. 

When no mass velocity of the gas occurs and t here are only 

radial gradients present in any of the discharge variables, the following 

set of four equations describes the phenomena that occur in the discharge 

and outside it where the electrical conductivity is negligible. The energy 

equation is given by Eq. (VIII-5), which is reproduc e d below: 

(IX-l) 

The expression for the diffusion of char g ed particles is obtained by 

combining Eqs. ( VII-ll a) and ( VI- .7). 

f'YV z /)"VQ. c ( 8 : + B t·) 
( /YV A.. + .;"YU z: ) 2. (/)"\/I. -i" .-yv"' c ) 
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Osp E '~- 8 s 

/)"L)z_ ~T(J+a.c) 

(IX-2) 

The induction equation shown below can be used to eliminate the magnetic 

field from the above equations 

(IX-3a) 

The relation between the axial forces and the current density can be 

obtained from Eqs. (VII-8). When the charge concentration is l e s .., than 1 °/o 

and the only axial gradient is that of electric potential, these equations 

can be written as follows: 

Ose 
I+ a. c 

This equation indicates that the outward ambipolar diffusion of charged 

particles tends to increase the current density in the outer sections 

of the discharge. In general the term u
1

-( B
9
< <Eat high pressure and 

hence it can be neglected or introduced into the equation as a modification 

' ..Morj 
to the electric conductivity ... s :.l~> s ::i~uti.n;, BQ = 2 

1- /A- 0 ..,A.A..~ v y a-' 
2... 

In low pressure, high current electric discharges it is possible for the 

term ....<A.. 
1 

._,. BQ to be of the same order of magnitude as E l- , in which 

case sorr1e interesting non-linear effects could be expected to occur, 

e. g., a high percentage of the curr e nt could be concentrated in the 
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outer radial regions of the discharge. In the present analysis it will 

be assumed that ,..(A.. I v Bg < < E Y so that the induction equations 

can be written as follows: 

~o cl"sp E} 
l+o..c. 

The momentum equation completes the set necessary to uescribe 

the systerr. fully. 

(IX-3 b) 

(IX-4) 

No attempt will be made to solve these equations as they stand. There 

are, however, three regimes in which solutions can be obtained with 

ease by making simplifying assumptions. 

( 1) Low pressure, low current discharges. These discharges 

are usually termed glow discharges and are characterized by a high 

electron temperature relative to the gas temperature and by a low 

ionization level, (ac > > 1). The radial pressure is essentially constant 

and the radial electron temperature distribution is quite constant. 

Although the above equations were derived for a gas in which only 

slight differences between electron and atom temperature occurs, 

they can be applied to a glow discharge with only a minor modification 

to Eq. (IX-1 ). 

(2) High pressure discharges where the electron density is at 

its equilibrium value over the temperature range considered. 

When the reaction rate is fast enough so that equilibrium is 

established very rapidly, the last term of Eq. (IX-2) can be neglected 

and the flux Jr can be expressed in terms of the temperature gradient 
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and electromagnetic body force. This situation probably occurs in 

most arcs that are cold enough to have atoms present in the discharge 

column. However, in the outer layers of the discharge, where the 

electron density is low, this approximation is not likely to be valid. 

(3) When the gas becomes fully ionized, the terms involving J 

become zero. The resulting e quations are of particular interest because 

of the manner in which the electromagnetic pinch forces become 

significant. 

The Eqs. (IX- 1-4) will now be applied to discharges of classes 

2 and 3. 

IX. 1. High Pressure Discharges 

When the gas is always near equilibrium it is possible to use the 

Saha equation to replace (n ni)/n as follows: e a 

( i_ + vT 
T 

B y usng this relation in Eq. (VII-lla) the mass flux of charged particles 

can be expressed in terms of a temperatur e gradient and the radial 

electromagnetic force 

(IX-5) 
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For convenience the following definition will be made: 

J + lJ:u .. E- 1' lJea.. ,/)r.o..lJ-c"-C tel )n-v "'ntla.. C ( B • .,_+ Bl-t.) 'l.. = / + u.Je'le lA..I.r'Tr 
~~a. E- +h.tct. '..F (...Wz: +/W-.c)(....,-v4.+nVz) 

The three equations that determine the radial ternperature distribution 

can now be written as follows: 

- (J +Were UJ;r 'l.r.) L = (f + l<e -Kz.+ reJ ~) _, ofT 
~ ..,.V/)?'Vc=>.. h'Va.. /YVr v .--It -r T e:( v 

(I'Wc:a. +I'?Vr ~ + OSe E" 1= B 9 

/YUr: ../e T (I +a.C) 

( s -tK -l<r+rerVt:)JI..-r = '(y cRT 
T e ~ T l'h1ct. .Jy oJC.O h + Be Et

~0 

J '"/' can be eliminated from the first two of the above equations: 

= _ {t + ( f + k'e - K I + ~ )_....,u o OS p lJ :ret. /7V ot. /YV l E~ B 9 

( J t lAJ t. 'rc. (A,).z: 'I ..r )( I + a. c. )( .nVa.. 1" ffV z: ) .2. 1 P, o 

(IX-6) 

(IX-7) 

(IX-8) 

(IX-9) 

The term h.. a- iJ1 can be called the magnetic Reynolds number ,..,,- ~ o sp a 

for this problem. When the pressure is over one atmosphere this 

term is always less than 10-
3
; hence it can be neglected. However, 

when the gas pressure is less than one millimeter of mercury this 

term must be included. For convenience the coefficient of (dT/dr) is 

put equal to }(. 

The term involving the magnetic field can now be elir:ninated to 
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give the final form of the energy equation: 

0 (IX1 Oa) 

Equations (IX-3) and (IX-4) can be combined to eliminate the magnetic 

field from the pressure equation 

(IX-11a) 

In the vicinity of r = 0, let 'l = 
Equations (IX-10) and (IX-11) can now be non-dimensionalized to give 

the following relations: 

::0 (IX-1 Ob) 

0 (IX-11 b) 

T -8· -- > To 
T; : <P (IX -1 2) 

The subscript zero refers to the value of the variable on the axis. The 

factor (1 + ac) becomes significant only when the ionization level drops 

to below 0. 1 per cent, i. e., in the outer transition region between the 

discharge core and the gas of zero electrical conductivity. 

In general, t1J< / ~ 
0 

is a function of the pres sure as well as 

temperature, hence Eqs. (IX-10b) and (IX-11 b) must be i1 • .:egrat e d 

simultaneously. The only parameter appearing in the equa ~:o.1 s is ¢, 

which depends upon the temperature and pressure at the center of the 

discharge. If ¢ is srnall it can be seen that the pressure throughout 
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the discharge is relatively constant. 

IX. 1. 1. Solution of Equations when W; ~ 
0 

= gs 

The significance of ¢ can be seen more clearly if IJ< / '){ = gs 
0 

and 3.e,_ = G) ....P throughout the discharge. T he s e rel ation s ar e approximately 
<.<rsp )o 

true when the gas is fully ionized ( s = 5/2) or when a strong axial 

magnetic field is applied to inhibit the radial diffusion of charged 

particles in the gas when it is partially ionized, in which case S-= ~..t. 

Under these conditions, the energy and momentum equations can be 

combined to give an integral relation between the pressure and the 

temperature as follows: 

lo ')( 4 e s Je c-~ B$ 
Tv ~0 

t· ~11 - <rsr E 3 Be 
e::fv 

Combining these equations, the following differential equation is 

obtained: 

~ o (a-sp ) 0 '}( o To 

(I+ ..f + s) ~o 

.) ( Jr..lts 
- e ) 
~y 

This equation has the general solution shown below: 

s ...... , <P ( 1 _ 8 '+ ..1-t s ) 

S+..f+l 
I- 1T 

0 (IX-13a) 

(IX-13b) 

The temperature distribution can be obtained quite accurately 

by means of a series solution in which only the first three terms are 

retained, 
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1+ s e :1.. ....e '"Y1 4 
1-('!1..) + (-) 

2 4(1+$) :2.. 
(IX-l3c) 

Eqs. (IX-l3b and c) are the general solution to the radial pressure and 

temperature profiles in cylindrically symmetric electric discharge in 

which radiation is not significant as an energy transport or energy loss 

mechanisrn and in which the thermal conductivity can be represented by 

a function of temperature of the form 

These relations indicate that when ¢ > 
l + ....f+ s 

the pressure at 

the outer edge of the discharge will drop to zero for some finite value 

of Q. This is the condition that has been popularily called the pinch 

discharge. Since the present problem has been formulated as a steady-

state discharge in which the electrical energy dissipated in the discharge 

is transferred radially outward to a wall or some heat sink by conduction, 

solutions with ¢ > I+...Pt-s cannot be considered as valid, since 
\ + ~ 

no heat conduction can occur outside of the region where p = 0. The gas 

must then necessarily heat up and the problem becomes a non-stationary 

one. The only singular solution tl-~t occurs is when¢~ 00 and the 

ternperature distribution becomes constant. This case is no .. considered to 

be a physically acceptable solution, since the discharge must pass through 

I+ ..-f+ S all of the range of ¢ from _;__; ___ ..;;.._ __ to 00 • 

t + ~ 
Under the conditions 

imposed upon the discharge the values of¢ are hence restricted to a 

range of from 0 to l+...f+ s 
I+ S 

The temperature distribution can be obtained by solving 

Eq. (IX-1 Ob) with the boundary conditions of 
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g = l dQ - 0 a:;;_- at yt=O. 

The solution when s = i (partially ionized gas) is as follows: 

where J 0(~) is the zero order Bessel function. When s = 5/2 (fully 

ionized gas) the equation must be integrated numerically or solved 

approximately. A numerical integration gives the curve shown in 

Figure l which is compared with a series solution shown below: 

g 1j 2 = l - ( ~ ) 2 + -J ( ~ ) 4 (IX-15) 

The temperature distributions for a discharge when s = t and s = 5 are 

also plotted. 

The total current is obtained from integ rating the current density 

over the radius and is shown ':>elow: 

I 21T 
2 

= r1 ~ El 
;~· g3/2 

"""'\ d'Yt 
0 (IX-16) 

2 1T 
2 

<>o EJ. f (~ l) = r1 

This expression is plotted in Figur e 2. The electric field is given by 

the equation shown below: 

21TT ?( 
0 0 (IX-17) = (1 + s) I 

The radius of the discharge is a function of the temperature on the 

axis and the current as follows: 

{ 
1 + s } 

---=T=-o--::-?'<r-o-..-( _a-_s_p-r-) o-

1 
a 

(IX-1 8 ) 
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The magnetic field is founu to be given by the sarr!e expression that 

results when the current density is constant: 

(Be),=~() I (IX-19) 
~II Y 1 

IX. 2. Solution in the Region where the Gas Electrical Conductivity is Zero 

Outside the dischar g e region, the solution of Eq. (IX-lOa) and 

(IX-lOb) are as follows: 

3;2. e ...,.,. - (IX- 20) 

11' s 

) -.,I (IX-21) 

11, (IX-2l) 

If the heat sink is n .aintained at a finite terr.perature Q J then the 
w 

distance between the outer edg e of the discharge and the wall is given 

by the following equation 

(IX-23) 

{ eJ. e ' .-.s l 
'?'j_, ~ f,; 

Yl, 

This equation indicates that under sorne conditions the discharge can be 

very close to a cold wall. 
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I X . 3. G t:!ne r a l Similarity Solution 

I n a partially ionized gas the thermal conductivity is n o t a 

mona tonic func tion of the temperatur e , but has a peak at the temp era t u re 

whe r e the gas is 50 per cent ionized. F or this reason the above 

solution s t o the radia l temp erature dist r ibu t i on e q uation d o n o t suffic e 

and a rr.o r e genera l sin1ilarity sol ut i on is requi red. The p r o c e dure 

indicated bel ow will give a simi larity solution for arbitrary tem perature 

d e p endences of the electrical and therma l conductivity. Put 

<J( T) -= ~ (To) u- ( e) 
I 

f?{(T)~T = To ')( (To) ~ . J-C I ) 
f (To) 

') 
0 (IX . 24) 

T 

} ?{(T) <r(T)d T - To 1\ (To) o- l To) At (8) .i_ (I) : 
0 ~(To) ~ (G,):: 0 

jC~) <f-~lTo) are normalizing constants and have values of approxi 

maLel y l- 4 and 3 - 5, respectively. The expression for the r a d ia l 

p r essure gradient is obtained at once f r om Eq. (IX -1 3 ) : 

L ~ 0 tr(Jo) ~(To) To~ (l~) _ 'II')= 0 
d._y ~(To l to 

This expression integrates to the following re lation: 

q; = 
-o 

I - 'il I =~o a-( T;,) ')((To) To 
~(To) -to 

(IX - 25 ) 

(IX - 26 ) 

Since the onl y pressure that can be controlled is p 1 , the pressure at 

the outer edge of the discharg e, it is better to define the parameter 

~ in terms of p
1 

. When this is done the fo llowing relations hol d: 
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!, 
+ ~. 
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(IX- 2 7) 

These relations remain valid as long as p
1 

> 0. When the relations 

(IX-24) are substituted into Eq. (IX-10), the following equation results 

(}..,To ?((Ta) j_ ci {Y ~ ~(9){ + q 1 <J(e) == 0 
cr (To ) f: ;- ~ ( Ta ) Y Tv ;(Y S 

(IX- 28) 

Put E l '-~' 

The radial temperature distribution is now de,termined by the following 

equation: 

0 (IX- 29) 

Since there is no simple relation between g(Q) and O"(Q) in general, it 

is now assumed that the radial distribution of each of these quantities 

can be represented by a power series solution. 

~ + ' 9 ~(e) = 1 - ct, (~ ) + a. :L(~ > - ~3 ( 1 ) + '{" <¥-) 
o- (a ) -= 1 - k, ( Y1 ) :. + ~1..(!1.) +- ..,t3 ( 21. ) ' 

2. 2. 2... 

(IX- 30) 

A relation between the a. and b. can next be obtained by substituting 
1 1. 

Eq. (IX-30) into>Eq. (IX-29) and identifying the coefficients of terms 

to the same power as n as follows: 
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~. G\.'1. ~'1. = Cf 
~, ; h, .t.. 

~ + =(/Yl+l) t{""-tl 
a_ I a.., a.., 

f{e<-n)} 
2.. 4 ' S> 

1- a. ,(i_ ) + 4 2. ( !L > - a 3 c !1.) + a4 (i_) 
(IX- 31) ~ ~ 

<~ { e<, >1 
2. 

9~3 c::L) 
4 

J6a.4 
~ 

::: l- 4a.""(~L) + - < t) 
a. I .2. a.., 2.. a., 

The constants a. can now be determined from the known temperature 
1 

dependence of g(Q) and fr (Q). The constant a
1 

has been introduced 

as a Si.l t:tching factor for the radial coordinate. The simplest value 

it could be given is 1, but when this is done the e lec t rical discharge 

region of the solution is not similar and the electrical conductivity 

becomes negligible at some arbitrary value of ~ . The similarity 

solution that will be chosen is the case where the elect rical conductivity 
staten1ent 

is assumed negligible a t yt = 2 . This;implies that the following relations 

arr;ong the constants :1 L -_.·a:ic•: 

(I- 6'7) a.,;:: 4 a.l.- '1 a.3 + f(, Q 4-

(IX-3 2) 

= 
0 

The number of constants a. tha t are used in the solution depends o n l y 
1 

upon the amount of information concerning g( e ) and a- ( e ) that it 

is desirable to include. A first r ough approximatio11 to the solution 

can be obtained by using only the va l ues of c- (Q) and g (Q) at '>1 = 0 

and 'Yl = l. In this case the only constants Lhat need be evaluated are 
~ 

a
1 

and a
2 

. These can be deterrr, ined from Eqs. (IX- 28). This solution 

is rather inaccurate when compared to sorr.e numerica l integ rations. 
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However, when the constants a
1 

, a
2 

, a
3 

, and a
4 

are retained the 

above polynomial solution agrees to within better than l per cent with 

the nurnerical integration. The additional equations necessary to 

determine these constants are obtained by specify i ng the ratio of the 

slopes with respect to temperature of the e l ectrical conductivit y, o- , 

and the thermal conductivity integral g, at yt = 0 and '£ = l. 0. The 

following equations result: 

{ j_o-(91) d (S)l =(q- 1 ) 
~e ~ J q_' 1 

~e "1-=-1. ~ 

T.. ~(To) {of CT (1)1 

trtTo) 7<To )'X Cf.} d_ I T. 

(IX - 33 ) 

Using Eqs. ( IX- 28) and (IX-29) it is now possible to sol ve unique l y f o r 

t he pararLeter a
1 

in terms of o-{ Q(l) \ , g { Q(l) \ , ( a" '/g ')
0

, 

(cr '/ g') 
1 

, all of which depend only upon T 
0 

, the temp era t ure on the 

axis of the discharge and T 
1 

, the temperature at the outer edge of the 

discharge . The val ue of a
1 

is the smallest positive root of the equation 

shown below: 

2. 4 ( 1- (· ) - { J ~ -t 5 (Jj -+ z (I - ~I) ( y, )I } a. I 

(IX- 34) 

The complete similarity solution for the discharge is now given by the 

following four equations: 

1 + ~ o c- <.To) 'KC To) Tu 
~(To) _,, 

(IX- 35 ) 
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(89 )
1 

=.Ro I 
2.1l y, 
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(IX-3 7) 

(IX-38) 

The similarity between these e quations and Eqs. (IX-1 3a), (IX-17), 

(IX-18), and (IX-19) is to be noted. 

Some criterion must be established to determi ne the outer 

edge of the electrical discharge. A glanc e at Eqs. (IX- 34) and (IX- 36) 

indicate that as long as <r-
1 

, the electrical conductivity at the outer 

edge of the discharge divided by that at the center, is less than. 05 

it has l ess than a 1 per cent influence on any of the parameter s. It is 

possible, therefore, to define the oute r edge of the discha r ge by either 

the point at which (1-
1 

= . 05 or by son1e definite temperature T 
1 

, such 

that o-
1 

< . 05 for all values of T 
0 

unde r consideration. In this paper 

the outer edge of the dischar g e will be placed at a definite temperature 

T 
1 

, where the e l ectrica l conductivity is 50 (rnhos/m). In choosing 

this va lue, discharg es of l e ss than approxirr,a t ely 10 arr1peres current 

are excluded fron , conside ration. 

The expressions for ( o- '/g ')
0 

and (a- '/g ')
1 

can be expressed in 

terrr1s of T
1 

and T if we assume that (I"' z T
3

/
2 

in the vicinity of T 
0 0 

_ /ei'V'%' 

and that tr -;:::: e z.tr in the vicinity of Tl . When this is done 

the following re lations are obtained: 
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{IX-39) 

( cr ' ) -= ..;_I e_,_V_'L=---~-o __ a-_( _T._, ) __ 'X__;_,;:(_T._o _) __ _ 

(' 
1 2...,lT, ft ~(.Tu) ?{(Tt)d(To) 

{IX-40) 

In the region outside of the discharge, the energy equation 

integrates to the following expression: 

This equation can be simplified to the expres sion s hown below: 

'· 
y, 

~(T..)~. '}((#,) ji}((T)e::i.l 
2.. ?((To )2. -r: J<r.) lw 

{IX-41) 

There is still one aspect of the general physics of the arc 

c olunm that has not yet been introduced into the similarity solution. 

w .. en the parameter ~ 
1 

becorr"es significant, two phenorr.ena occur. 

The first effect is that a radial pressure distribution develops and the 

therrr1al conductivity ~ and the electrical conductivity G'" becorr.e v;.. .. ak 

functions of the radial pressure as well as of the radial terr.perature 

distribution. The second, and n1ore interesting effect that occurs, is 

that the tangential magnetic fie ld begins to reduce the radial ambipolar 

diffusion of the charged particles and hence causes a pronounced 

r eduction in the thermal conductivity in the outer regions of the electric 

discharge. It is not possible to introduce these non-linear effects 

exactly into the similarity solution shown above. However, it is 

possible to do so in an approximate manner under certain restrictions. 
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When the ambient pressure is quite high, of the order of one atmosphere 

or greater, the terr.perature on the axis must be over 40, 000°K before 

4) 
1 

becomes significant. This implies that the gas wi ll be partially 

singly ionized only in the very outer regions of the discharge. W e 

shall now assurr1e that the electrical and thermal conductivity are 

independent of the pressure to a first approxirr.ation in the regions of 

the discharge where the gas is completely singly ionized and that in the 

region where the gas is partially singly ionized the pressure is equal 

to the ambient pressure p
1 

and that the tangential magnetic field is 

constant at its maximum value (Be )
1

, given by Eq. (IX-38). With 

these assumptions, the electrical conductivity cr (T), the thermal 

conductivity integral 

integral 
Ci(T..) 'J((T..) To 

,.l(~) 

~(To) 
, and the radial pressure 

are once again functions of T only. The 
0 

expression for the thermal conductivity must now be modified, however, 

to include the influence of the self-generated magnetic field. The 

expression shown below gives a rough first approximation to the manner 

in which the self-generated n ,agnetic field of the arc affects the thermal 

conductivity integral: 
-r T 

j'J( ~ T ::; !'Xrco.J.T + 
0 0 

~(?;) To 

evaluated at the Terr1perature 

T 

Si.1c c }(')(-?(Tao )dTcan be 
0 

(IX-42) 

where the gas is 50 per cent ionized. 

'(To) 
an appreciable fraction of ?((To) To 

even up to values of T of 100, 000°K, the rr1agnetic field can cause the 
0 
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integral of the thern1al conductivity to decrease as the terr.perature T 
0 

rises over some range of T 
0 

Eq. (IX-36) indicates that when this 

occurs, the power dissipation capability of the arc decreases as T 
0 

rises. Eqs. (IX-36) and (IX-37) indicate also that over this range of 

T
0 

the arc will have a negative characteristic, i.e., the potential drop 

per unit length of arc column will fall as the current is increased. 

In the next section the characteristics of an argon gas column 

will be evaluated for a discharge operating at an ambient pressure of 

one atmosphere. 

IX. 4. Similarity Solution for an Arc Column in Argon at One Atmosphere 

Ambient Pressure 

The various parameters that were derived from the similarity 

solution in the previous section will now be evaluated for an electric 

discharge in argon. The solution requires first the evaluation of the 

electrical and thermal conductivity coefficients of the gas over the range 

of terr1perature under investigat ion. In Appendix I, the transport 

c .oefficients for argon are evaluated over the terr1perature range of 

0 0 
6, 000 K to 20, 000 K. Because of the formation of multiple charged 

ions at temperatures of over 2.0, 000°K in argon it is necessary to 

examine the transport properties of a three particle systen-~ consisting 

of electrons, ions, and doubly charged ions before the similarity 

solution can be carried to higher temperatures. In particular, the 

contribution of the diffusion currents to the thermal conductivity, if 

any, is not a priori evident. Since a study of these effects would entail 

a considerable arr10unt of analysis, the similarity solution will be 
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evaluated for argon only up to a terr.peratlfre of 20, 000°K on the axis 

of the discharge. At one atmosphere arnbient pressure the self-

generated magnetic field of the discharge has a negligible effect at 

temperatures of less than 2 0, 000°K, hence any influence of the magnetic 

interaction parameter f 
1 

will be ignored in what follows. 

The outer edge of the discharge will be defined as the position 

on the discharge radius at which the gas temperature had dropped to 

0 
6, 000 K. 

The first step in constructing the solution is to integrate the 

therrnal conductivity coefficient o ver the temperature to obtain the 

value of g(T
0

) . Values of g
1 

and rr' 
1 

are next computed by dividing 

the values of the thermal conductivity integral and the electrical con

ductivity evaluated at 6, 000°K by their respective values at T
0 

The 

values of (<r'/g') and (o-'/g') are then computed using Eqs. (IX-39) and 
o I 

(IX-40) or some equivalent expressions. With these values it is now 

possible to compute a
1 

from Eq. (IX-34). Eq. (IX-36) can then be 

used to calculate f(T ) and hence the power dissipating capability per 
0 

unit length of the discharge . The evaluation of the current divided by 

the discharge radius and the product of the axial electric field times the 

discharge radius is then straightforward using Eqs. (IX- 37) and (IX-36). 

If we specify that the discharge is to operate in a cylinder of radius 

y w and at a wall terr. perature of T w the logarithm of the ratio Y J y
1 

can then be computed from Eq. (IX-41). This equation has been 

0 
evaluated for a wall tern perature of l, 000 K. The results of these 

calculations are shown in Fig ures 3 and 4. 

Figure 3 indicates that the power dissipating capability of the 
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arc column is only of the order of several kilowatts per em. of length 

0 
at terr1peratures of the order of 20,000 K on the axis of the discharge. 

Since most arc jet heat transfer devices are capable of transferring as 

much as 50 - 100 kw of electric power to argon gas through a discharge 

that is only several centimeters long and operating at atmospheric 

pressure, there appears to be sorr.e experimental evidence to indicate 

that the analysis is incorrect. Several alternatives present themselves 

as possible explanations for the discrepancy: 

(1) The arc operates with a temperatur P along the axis of the 

column that is much higher than has been tHOU.Jl.t , perhaps as high as 

0 
100,000 K. 

(2) The values of the electrical and therrnal conductivity of the 

gas that have been computed are in error by as much as an order of 

magnitude. 

(3) The rr.ajority of the energy is transferred to the gas through 

some mechanism other than heat transfer out of the column. 

(4) The assuznption of equipartition of energ y among the species 

is incorrect. 

There is considerable evidence to indicate that the third 

alternative is the n .ost likely explanation, the most convincing of which 

is the experirr1entally determined fact that the 

of an arc is practically independent of the arc 

heat transfer capability 

8 
length There is 

also some evidence to indicate that the electron temperature is con

siderably above the gas temperature in some heat transfer devices
8

. 

Figure 4 indicates that confined arcs have falling characteristics 

only over a very limited current range, after which the arc potential 
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drop rises gradually with increasing current. 

An experimental curve for the E - I characteristic of a confined 

arc in argon is also plotted in Figure 4. This curve is taken from 

Reference 30 and represents measurements taken by Maecker and his 

co-worker in Germany. In general, the analysis predicts values of the 

electric field that are about a factor of 2 low over most of the current 

range (5 - 200 arr.ps). It was originally thought that this discrepancy 

between theory and experiment might be due to the value of the thermal 

conductivity that was used. In the evaluation of the thermal conduction 

coefficient the term that appeared most likely to be in error was the 

energy transferred by ambipolar diffusion because of the difficulty in 

determining the mon.entum transfer cross-section for atom-ion 

collisions. For this reason, the similarity solution was reevaluated 

with the ion-atom cross- section put equal to the atorr1-atorn cross

section instead of being 3. 20 times as large as in the original evaluation. 

TheE - I curve resulting from this evaluation is also plotted on Figure 

4. Although there is some reduction in the difference between the 

theoretical and the experirr1ental curve, there is still a wide enough 

divergence to indicate that probably some other factor, rather than the 

thermal conductivity, is responsible for the discrepancy. A systematic 

investigation into the various factors that could be responsible indicated 

that the most likely candidate was the electrical conductivity coefficient. 

The value that has been computed appears to be somewhat too high 

probably by about a factor of two. A much more thorough investigation 

into this problem is required before this discrepancy can be resolved. 

Since such an investigation is not in line with the basic aims of the 

present study, we shall not discuss this problen, further here. 
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X. SHEATHS 

Whenever a plasma comes into contact with a solid wall a 

layer develops in the gas through which some separation of charge 

occurs so that a steady state rnay be set up. The details of the structure 

of the layer are quite complicated and have been extensively studied 

only for isothermal layers. The basic effect of sheaths of interest in 

this report is the manner in which they affect the electrode action. 

Before the electrode n1echanisms can be studied, however, it is 

necessary to investigate some of the properties of sheaths that occur 

between a hot plasn1a and a cold container when no electric current is 

flowing from the gas to the container. Since the sheath thickness is 

very small when the electron and ion densities are appreciable, the 

sheath will be considered as a one-dimensional structure, even for 

cylindrical surfaces. 

The only condition under which sheath structure can be studied 

exactly is when there are no fluxes of particles or energy occurring, 

so that thermodynamic relations may be used. In order to extend the 

analysis into regions where fluxes are occurring the relations 

obtained fron1 irreversible thermodynamics can be used with confidence 

as long as the energy change of a charged particle over a mean free 

path due to the electric field is small compared to the gas internal 

energy < l ) When the electric field is strong enough 

so that. this condition is not fulfilled, then an alternative approach must 

be sought. 
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X. 1. The Equilibrium Wall Sheath 

The sin-,ple st sheath will be that one which occurs when the 

e l ectron diffusion and ion velocity perpendicular to the surface are 

zero. This condition can be obtained in principle by applying an 

arbitrarily large magnetic field parallel to the wall and by not allowing 

any e l ectric current to flow through the wall from the gas. 

From Eqs. (III-11). the sheath equations are given by the 

following expressions: 

E,.+ -!.I(;_hfe+ K.e j kT) = D 
tel ~~ ~~ 

- E ~ + g( 4 h 1;; - KI J_ k T) = 0 
1 e 1 Cf/)C. ro.. d 'X. 

(X-1) 

The boundary conditions that are to be applied are given by the 

equil ibrium concentration of e l ectrons and ions in the plasma where 

ne = n
1

, and at the wall. At the wall: 

(~) = 
/Yl.Q. w 

D ,.. 3 rer")( 
11 :~:~ --1t. lvv ) ;,_ e- ..llw 

- ~ ( Vz -X) e ~TIN 

In the plasrr"a where the electric field is essentially zero the other 

boundary condition can be placed on the sheath: 

I I 3 -lf!l V% 
( 1- 2'l1 e -i, T/1(2. a:1 z T ) IJ.( 21in-n e.! T )~ e. ~-:::[:T 

fo · a::s~..fe.T :Jlt.. 

Throughout the sheath the Saha equation is valid: 

(X-2) 

( X-3) 

(X-4) 
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When Eqs. (X-1) are combined with Eq. (X-4) it is found that the only 

solution is as follows: 

T = Tw = To 
1e1~V-Vo) 

je. -; ( te )o elo 
l~t(V-Vo) 

~ ~ (~)0 e- :IT. 
10. .., ... 

The subscript zero refers to conditions in the plasrn a where the 

(X-5) 

electric field is zero. The structure of the sheath can be determined 

from Poisson's equation and the momentum equation as follows·: 

(X-6) 

The general solution to this problerr" has been given by Fowler 
18 

for 

the two cases of n < < n and n = 0 when the electric field is zero eo a a 

where V = V in the plasma. In non-dimensional variables the solution 
0 

is given as follows: 

I tanh w/4 = e 
- r 

$ is the non-dimensional distance from the wall. 

(dw/d! ) = + 2 sinh w/2 (X-7) 

· rl- - ( E9 Je. To ) 'l..t. = De bye shielding distance 
' I - 2 I e 1 2.(-rJ e) C) 

= "electric" pressure 
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In Figure 5 the quantities wand (dw/d ) are plotted as a functio n of 

l . The p l ot shows the well-known resul t that potentials greate r 

than kT / f e I can be suppor t ed onl y ove r distances of the order of the 
0 

D ebye shiel ding distance. From E q s . (X-2 ) and (X- 3) i t can be seen 

that the gas wi ll be fully ionized everywhere only when the two conditions 

shown below are maintained: 

S ince these conditions are rare l y met with in high pressure e l ectrical 

discharges the discussion that follows will be applied only to isothermal 

sheath s in which the ionization l evel is l ow. The two quantities of 

interest are the potential drop across the sheath w ith its sign and the 

e l ectric fie l d at the wall. The potential drop ac r oss the sheath is 

given by the following relat ion : 

\(, -~ = Vz _X+ ~ Tw k {2 ttt"4 J. Tw (21i~e .J. T\'V),{l 
?.. -vv 2. let O:f'o.. t :J1t. (X- 8 ) 

Vr _ 'Xw + T'!::! [t3 1.r +· o ~3 I.), '-E.J. :1!_ (I""~ l 
J._ jooo "'-'o.. FJ liJ'Iro J 

The e l ectric field at the wall can b e foun d from Eqs. (X- 7) and (X-4) 

together with the curves of Fig ure 5 . 

E q . ( X - 8 ) indicate s that for mos t gases in contact with metal 

wall s the potential drop across the wall sheath is practically independent 

of the terr1perature and that the wall is s e veral volts positiv e with 

respect to the gas across the isotherrr;a l sheath. 
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X. 2. The "Gas" Sheath 

Since the gas is usually much hotter than the container walls 1n 

problerns of interest in this report it is necessary to determine the 

potential drop and other parameters that occur across the regions 

where the gas temperature drops from the free stream value to the 

value at the wall. This drop occurs across a boundary layer in most 

cases that has a thickness dependent upon the Reynolds number of the 

-1 -2 
gas flow, Typical boundary layer thicknesses are 10 - 10 em. for 

the flow of several gn.s/ sec. of gas through pipes of a em. cross- section 

and several centimeters length, This length is several orders of 

magnitude larger than the De bye sheath thicknesses that occur, 

hence it is possible to postulate the existence of a double sheath, one 

in the gas that is due to the terr.perature drop alone and an isothermal 

wall sheath that matches the properties of the gas to those of the wall. 

If the reaction rate of the ions, electrons, and atoms is fast enough 

it can be assumed that the electron density is always at its equilibrium 

value. When no e lec tric current is flowing through the sheath the 

potential drop across this gas sheath can be determined by using the 
n k T 

e 
first of Eqs. (X-1) and Eq. (X- 3), provided p < < 1. This 

expression is given below: 

(X-9) 

This equation indicates that the hot gas develops a potential that is 

positive with respect to the cold gas layer, 

From Eqs. (VII- 8 ) and (VII-9) the potential m the vicinity of a 

.... 
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wall in contact with a hot gas has, in general, the form shown in Fig

ure 6. In practice, the temperature gradient will extend up to the wall 

and the wall and gas sheaths will then interpenetrate. Qualitatively and 

in many cases cpantitatively, this will not materially affect the argument 

as given above. 

These potential wells that develop near the walls prevent the 

passage of a current if two walls are insulated and have a small potential 

difference imposed across them. The sketch in Figure 7 indicates how 

the potential distribution changes as the applied potential drop across 

the electrodes is increased. From these curves it can be seen that 

walls are effectively the plates of a condenser. The image forces from 

the positive charge accumulation on the cathode eventually can neutralize 

the negative charge of the gas near the cathode surface in the wall sheath 

so that the potential well disappears and the potential rises monotonically. 

On the other hand, it is very difficult for the image forces from the 

positive charge accumulation on the anode to penetrate into the gas far 

enough to neutralize the positive charges of the gas sheath, hence the 

potential well near the anode remains. This indicates, that if the 

gas is close to equilibrium at all points, that an electrical discharge 

cannot exist under the conditions postulated. As the potential drop 

acorss the electrodes is increased the electric field immediately 

outside of the anode becomes very strong and eventually more and more 

electrons pick up sufficient energy over one mean free path so that 

they can ionize an atom upon collision. Once the electron production 

rate reaches a critical value the equilibrium analysis is no longer 

valid and the development of the discharge from this point on can only 
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be postulated. Until current starts to flow, the average electron 

energy or temperature does not rise above that of the gas. However, the 

energy distribution function does not remain Maxwellian but becomes 

anisotropic in the direction of the electric field, as indicated in Figure 

8. In general, electron and ion production near the anode surface 

proceeds by an avalanche once the critical production rate per unit 

volurr..e has been reached. This leads to the concentration of the 

current density at the anode into a narrow column in order to puncture 

the sheath. In order to build up a s t eady state charge distribution in 

the column through which the current is flowing, that is opposite to 

that over the rest of the anode surface through the region where the gas 

temperature falls from the column temperature to the wall temperature, 

Lhe discharge now develops a new degree of freedom and the electron 

temperature rises above that of the gas. The electron temperature 

must stabilize itself at a value where the electrons can produce ions 1n 

the anode fall region at the san1e rate as they are carried into column by 

the electric field. If some or most of the ions that are produced in the 

anode fall region can be blown out of the anode fall and allowed to 

recombine so that they do not e11ter the arc column, this provides a 

very useful mechanism for tran sferring energy from the electric field 

to the gas. 
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XI. ENERGY TRANSFER PROCESSES 

IN ELECTRIC DISCHARGES 

Using the results of the analyses carried out above, it is now 

possible to discuss 1n some detail the energy transfer mechanisms that 

occur in plasmas. In particular, in this section we shall be concerned 

with one problem of immediate practical interest, namely, the manner 

in which electrical energy can be efficiently transferred from an 

electric arc discharge to a gas stream. This topic is the central 

problerr. of arc heater designs and up until now has been attacked from 

a purely empirical point of view. The discussion which follows should 

be considered as only a rather preliminary and incomplete enquiry 

into this fascinating subject, where a great deal more analytic work is 

necessary before we can hope to have a sound understanding of all the 

relevant physical processes that are occurring. 

The particular application of the arc heater deterrnine s to sorr_e 

extent the desirable performance characteristics of the interaction 

between the arc and the gas flow. The following list indicates most of 

these characteristics that are needed at one time or another: 

(1) The electric energy should be transferred to the gas with 

as high an efficiency as is possible. 

(2 ) The gas should be heated to as high a temperature as is 

possible. 

(3) The gas flow should be uniformly heated. 

(4) The gas flow should be as free as possible from unevenness, 

vorticity, and turbulence. 
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(5) The electrodes should not be allowed to become hot enough 

locally to either vaporize or erode. 

In general, there is an intricate interaction between the gas 

flow and the electric discharge, hence it is necessary to study the 

configuration of the arc and gas flow system in order to dete r mine the 

relative significance of the various mechanisms at work. We distinguish 

between three energy transfer mechanisms as follows: 

(l) The dissipation of electric energy in the column and its 

transfer by thermal conduction and charged particle diffusion radially 

outward. 

(2) The transport of charged particles out of the arc column 

and electrode attachment regions by gas flow; their recombination 

energy then heats up the gas outside the arc. 

(3) The transfer of charged particles out of the arc column and 

electrode attachment regions by means of electromagnetic pumping and 

their injection into the gas flow so that they recombine and heat the gas.* 

In the remainder of this chapter, the following three configurations, 

involving the above mechanisms, will be investigated: 

(1) The gas flow is axial along the axis of the electric discharge. 

(2) The gas flow is similar to that in (l) but has a tangential 

velocity component. This configuration is commonly called the vortex

stabilized arc heater. 

(3) The arc is radial in an annulus through which gas is flowing . 

The arc rotates around the annulus due to its interaction with an applied 

axial magnetic field. In this configuration, the flow is mainly across 

the arc, rather than along it. 
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A complete analysis of any one of the above three configurations 

is still far beyond the capabilities of techniques developed in this paper 

and elsewhere. The various regimes of operation can, however, be 

outlined and their relative n 1erits in the overall scheme of arc heat ers 

qualitatively assessed. 

XI. 1. Axial Gas Flow Along the Axis of a Discharg e 

Figure 15 shows schematically an electrode configuration that 

has come to be known as the wall stabilized arc. The anode can be 

contoured in an arbitrary fashion, and is usually brought close to the 

cathode around the tip in order to have a near sonic gas velocity in 

this region. Independent of the electrode shape, there are five critical 

areas of interaction between the flow and the discharge as indicated in 

Figure 15. 

XI. 1. 1. The Cathode Attachment Reg ion 

This region is us ually characterized by the hig h excess positive 

ion concentrations that occur and by the elec t ron t emperature rising 

substantially above the t emperature of the heavy part icles. Because 

of the high ion concentrat ion and subsequent strong electric field 

near the cathode surface, current is carried to the cathode by field 

emission as well as thermionic emission. The establishment of a strong 

field requires that the area of attachment of the discharg e on the cathode 

be small, so that there results a large divergence of the current 

density downstream of the point of attachment due to the excess gas 

pressure at this point caused by the electromag net ic forc e s. Because 
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of this effect large quantities of charged particles are pumped from 

the cathode attachment region into the column so that a high rate of 

charged particle production must be rr1aintained there. In addition, 

efforts are usually made to force the gas to flow at close to sonic 

velocity over the cathode tip by constricting the anode channel at this 

point. The axial flow velocity of the gas near the cathode can be high 

enough so that the ions are swept along with the neutral particles and 

flow against the electric field. This results in once again necessitating 

an increase in the ion production rate in the cathode attachment region 

in order to maintain the discharge. Most of the charged particles 

formed due to the action of the above two processes enter the gas flow 

and thus add to the enthalpy of the gas as long as rr,ost of the electron-

ion recombinations are due to three body collisions rather than 

radiative collisions. Experience has shown that it is possible to 

produce as n1any as 10
22 

ions/sec. in the cathode attachment region. 

This process consumes electric power at a level of from 20 to 50 

kw at the production rate quoted above. A reasonable percentage of 

the overall arc potential drop can hence occur over the cathode attach

ment region. No effort has been rr.ade to analyse the attachrr,ent region 

because of the dominant role played by the excess temperature of the 

electrons, which has not yet been incorporated into a comprehensive 

treatrr,ent of the transport properties of a plasrr;a. 

XI. 1. 2. The Inlet Heating Region 

A wide and varied group of phenomena can occur and many 

have been observed to do so in this region. Provided that the channel 
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diameter is not too large, the arc conduction channel increases from 

the diameter at the point of attachment at the cathode to a diameter 

fairly close to that of the anode. The similarity solution indicates 

that as the arc channel increases in diameter the temperature on the 

axis of the discharge d~creases, consequently reducing the power 

dissipated per unit length of channel and the electric field strength 

along the channel. The asymptotic radius of the conduction channel 

depends primarily on the electric current I and the channel radius 

r For small values of I/r the discharge will not con"1e near to fill-
w w 

ing the channel, and the temperature on the axis of the discharge is 

barely enough to make the gas electrically conducting. There will be 

some critical value of (I/r ) , such that the thermal conduction to the w cr 

walls will be unable to stabilize the column for values of I/r below 
w 

the critical value. In this regirne, bouyant forces and small irregular-

ities in the gas flow will exert a strong influence on the discharge. Under 

some flow conditions the discharge has been seen to thresh about in the 

channel randomly.* Although fluctuations in the arc potential are 

high when operating in this mode, this is a fairly desirable type of 

* Private communication with M. Thorpe of Thermal Dynamics. 
Thorpe's measurements indicate that this mode of arc operation 
resulted in efficient energy transfer from the discharge to the gas 
and also that the anode point of attachment moved randomly over the 
surface of the cylinder, so that no local hot spot developed. The rapid 
random motion of the discharge throughout the channel mixed the 
heated and unheated gas quite well so that the emergent gas did not 
have a pronounced radial enthalpy profile, as occurs when the gas 
flows through the stabilized discharge. 
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arc heater design and has proved in practice to Je quite reliable while 

operating within certain limits of gas flow rate and arc current. 

Inc rea sing the current inevitably results in the arc suddenly striking 

to a point on the anode surface near the cathode and anode burnout 

occurs shortly thereafter. The reason for this behavior is obscure, 

but is probably connected with the inertia of the ions in the discharge 

column. This topic will be discussed in sorrie detail later when the 

behavior of an arc column in a strong cross-flow will be discussed. 

Although there is little hope that much can be done to analyse 

the heat transfer from the unstable arc column to the gas, there is 

rnuch that can be done with the stable expanding column of conducting 

gas. In addition, criteria for stability can be established for both 

column bending (kink instability) and column pinching (sausage 

instability) based on the tendency of the heat transfer rate to stabilize 

perturbations in the column. For exarnple, if the column attempts to 

pinch a t some point along the axis, the power transferred out radially 

increases at this point (see sin1ilarity solution) and hence the gas just 

outside of the column is heated sufficiently to become electrically 

conducting. The column diarr.eter is thus increased at this point and 

the instability suppressed. In general, the analysis of problems of 

this type will be complicated oy the jet of ionized gas particles that 

enters the column frorr1 the cathode attachment region. 

XI. l. 3. Fully Developed Discharge Re:gion 

In this region the electric discharge has expanded radially 

outward so that it has reached a steady state and the temperature and 
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density profiles remain identical further on down the channel. The 

velocity profile in this region is still not that of fully developed pipe 

flow, however, and many diarneters of channel length may be required 

before the pipe flow reg ime is reached. In general, arc heaters based 

on this electrode configuration have anodes that terminate in this region 

of the arc-gas flow interaction sin ce little heating of the gas occurs 

with a longer anode, most of the power from the discharge being 

conducted to the anode cylinder. Little can be done, at pre sent, in 

analyzing the velocity field in this region, although some useful 

information might be obtained by the use of similarity parameters 

coupled with a well instrumented set of experirnents. 

For config urations similar to that shown in Figure 15, the 

electric discharge is established in the wake of the cathode. This 

complicates any attem pt to study the velocity profiles in the inlet 

heating region and from this compute the radial rate of growth of the 

discharge. Whether or not the gas flow in the wake is turbulent 

can also have a pronounced influence upon the characteristics of the 

electrical discharge. This point will be discussed in the section 

dealing with fully developed pipe flow. 

XI. l. 4. Fully D eveloped Pipe Flow Region 

Provided the parameters of the anode and the electric discharge 

are within the proper range, a region of interaction between the dis

charge and the flow will develop i n which velocity profiles stay similar 

along the Lube l ength and the power dissipated per unit length in the 

discharge is all transferred to the wall by conduction . Only two 
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regimes of operation are possible here, either the flow is laminar 

or turbulent. In the former case, it is possible to cornpletely analyse 

the problenl since the interaction of the flow with the discharge is only 

second order. By this we mean that the viscous dissipation of energy 

is negligible compared to the electric energy dissipation so that the 

radial density distribution is determined only by the electric discharge. 

Also, the gas velocity does not influence the mechanisms of radial 

energy transport so the discharge is not modified by the gas flow in 

this region. The rather remarkable properties of the interaction in 

this region has been recognized by Emrnons and Lick of Harvard, who 

are at present conducting experi· cnts to study some of the character 

istics of this asymptotic flow re_sime. The similarity solution of 

Section IX. can be used to aetcrmine the density and temperature 

profiles. The velocity profiles can then be computed, including 

convective effects if they are significant, and from these profiles 

the mass flow rate, axial pressure g radient and the energy flux rate 

or power flux along the tube can be deterrnined. Because of the fairly 

extensive labor involved in computing profiles and numerically inte

g rating the various parameters required, we have not explicitly carried 

out this important step in this paper, but intend t o do it on a computer 

in the near future. 

As mentioned previously, no net energy is transferred to the 

gas 1n ihis region. However, the power flux and hence t he average gas 

enthalpy level that can be attained by the emergent gas is determined by 

the profiles of velocity and ternperature that occur he re. In particular, 

a transition from laminar flow t o t ur b ulent flow will alter the velocity 
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profile quite radically and hence the power flux and the radial enthalpy 

distribution. A change in power flux would necessitate a change in 

discharge in the inlet heating region and thus profoundly modify the 

whole arc. If the anode of an arc heater sirrlilar to that shown in 

Figure 15 were long enough so that a region of fully developed pipe 

flow occurred, then we would expect an abrupt change in the arc behavior 

when the flow became turbulent. In general, the transition would occur 

as the Reynolds number of the flow increased, For a constant mass 

flow rate, it is possible to increase the flow R eynolds number by 

inc rea sing the arc current beyond a certain critical value I At cr 

values of current below I , an increase of current decreases the flow cr 

Reynolds number. This reversal occurs because of the relation between 

the plasma viscosity and the temperature as shown in Figures 9 and 10. 

Experiments conducted by Mr. A. C. Ducati, at Giannini Pla smadyne, 

(private cornmunication) indicate that, in fact, a transition similar to 

that discussed above has been observed, and occurs in practically all 

arc heaters that have cylindrical anodes when an effort is made to 

obtain high gas enthalpies. Since the transition usually involves an 

increase in the current by about a factor of two, power losses increase 

rapidly after the transition and attempts to increase the gas enthalpy 

much beyond this point usually result in destruction of the equipment. 

Since it is necessary to operate the discharge so that it 

completely fills the anode cylinder in order to get high gas enthalpies, 

the transition to turbulence can be the fac t or that d eterrr.ines the 

maximum average enthalpy to which the gas can be heated in this 

configuration. 
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XI. I. 5. Point of Discharge Attachment to the Anode 

In the desirable type of arc behavior at the anode, t:1e current 

would enter the anode surface uniformly over a wide area so that no 

local heating would occur as the electrons give up energy proportional 

to the surface work function upon entering the metal. Unfortunately , 

there appears to be little likelihood of this occurring in nwst arc 

heaters that operate at pressures high enough so that t he c h arged 

particle density is close to its equilibrium value. Because of the nature 

of the sheath structure that develops on the anode surface (See Section X.) 

whenever the gas is hotter than the surface and the ionizatio .1. e nergy of 

the gas is greater than twice the work function of the metal, it is 

necessary for the discharge to contract and contact the anode surface 

at a point. Once again, as at the cathode, the electron temperature 

rises considerably above the heavy particle temperature in this region, 

resulting in a plentiful production of ions which are accelerated out into 

the colun1.n by electromagnetic pumping as well as by the electric field. 

The actual point of attachrr. ent of the anode spot can occur in 

any one of regions II, III, IV, or V of Figure 15. When the anode ends 

in region II of Figure 15, then the anode spot will alnwst always attach 

on the front surface of the cylinder, rather than on the inside surface. 

Whenever attachment to the front surface occurs, the discharge path 

turns through 180° and a considerable nun1.ber of charged particles 

are electrornagnetically pumped out of the discharge column in this 

region. The total potential drop across the discharge is usually 

comparatively high for this reason. However, since the discharge 

does not fill the cylinder, much of the gas does not pass through the arc 
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and hence the average gas enthalpy is usually quite low at the outlet 

of the heater when the current is such that this mode of operation 

occurs. 

Either by lengthening the anode cylinder or by increasing the 

arc current it is possible to increase the diameter of the discharge 

until it effectively fills the channel area (see similarity solution). 

The anode point of attachment will usually now move from the front 

surface onto the inside surface of the cylinder. This transition is 

usually accon1panied by a marked drop in the total potential of the arc 

since there is now considerably less electromagnetic pumping of char ged 

particles out of the discharge i n the region of anode spot attachment. 

Irregularities in the flow usually cause the point of attachment 

to move about considerably, both axially and radially. Unless this 

occurs, experience has shown that local heating of the anode spot will 

cause anode burnout in a relatively short time. W h en efforts are made 

to obtain high gas enthalpie s, it has been found that some more 

positive technique of moving the anode spot is required to prevent 

erosion or burnout at the anode point of attachmen t. One method that 

has be en adopted to accomplish this is to rotate the gas by i ntroducing 

it tangentially into the arc cham ber. A second technique now in use is 

t o use electromag netic forces t o m ove the anode spot. Both of these 

approaches to solving the proble m of anode burn out will b e discussed 

in the following sections. 

XI. 2. Arc Heate rs with a Gas Vortex 

Introducing the gas i nto the arc chambe r w i th a h i gh tangential 

velocity component appear s to have thr e e major e ffe c ts upon th e 
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operating characteristics of the arc heater. 

( 1} The gas vortex tends to center the electric discharge along 

the axis of the anode cylinder. The radial pressure gradient of the 

vortex leaves a low pressure region along the axis of the anode. In 

general, the electric discharge will strike through this low pressure 

region, since this path is one that requires a minimum potential drop. 

The vortex also srnooths out any irregularities in the arc channel that 

tend to develop and thus has a stabilizing influence upon the discharge 

against kink instabilities that could develop without the vortex when the 

colurr1n is too far from the cylinder wall to be stabilized by thermal 

conduction. 

When the temperature on the axis of the discharge is high enough 

so that the self-generated rnagnetic field of the discharge is sufficiently 

strong to influence the radial pressure distribution, then there will be 

a fairly strong interaction between the vortex flow and the structure of 

the discharge. Besides having a strong influence on the stability of the 

discharge, the vortex also will be an important factor in determining 

the radius of the discharge and hence the ternperature along the arc 

axis. Experimentally, it has been observed that the potential drop 

across a given electrode configuration increases when a gas vortex 

is introduced into the flow, all other factors being held constant. This 

could be interpreted to mean that the arc operates at a considerably 

higher temperature due to the vortex rnotion of the gas. 

(2) The rotational motion of the gas forces the anode spot to 

rotate around the anode cylinder. This occurs when the anode spot 

attaches either on the front or on the inside surface of the anode cylinder. 
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This rotational motion of the anode spot reduces local heating on the 

metal and thus helps to prevent the anode from melting at the point of 

attachment of the arc. Even if the local heating of the surface is high 

enough to vaporize some surface material, the motion of the spot prevents 

burnout from occurring rapidly at any one point. 

(3) Most electrode configurations that are designed to incor

porate a gas vortex in the overall heat transfer scheme, have some 

regions of operation over which the prirnary flow becomes unstable and 

secondary gas flows develop. Since these secondary flows usually 

occur in regions of the device where the electric discharge is operating, 

undesirable effects almost always occur. In some cases the actual 

current-voltage operating charact eristics of the discharge is inter-

fered with to such an extent that modal operation, relaxation oscillations, 

or even extinction of the arc can occur. Often, the secondary flows 

merely carry some of the heated gas from the discharge along the 

electrode surfaces, greatly reducing the efficiency of energy transfer 

and, depending upon the particular design, at times burning out the 

insulators between the electrodes. 

There is little hope that a corr. plete understanding or an 

analysis of the vortex arc jet h eater will be obtained in the near future. 

Many features of the secondary gas flows, independent of the electric 

discharge, are as yet inaccessible to analytic techniques. This fact 

alone helps to explain why arc jet de sign has been an empirical art in 

the past for the most part. Ingenuity has done much to irr.prove the 

reliability and general performance characteristics of all types of arc 

jets, but has been especially fruitful when applied to the designs which 
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incorporate gas vertices. 

Since the v ortex introduces new and usually undesirable phenomena 

(secondary flows, poor enthalpy distributions, flow rotation) while 

accomplishing its primary purposes of rnoving the anode spot and 

centering the electric discharge, it is natural to search for other means 

of obtaining the desirable effects without introducing the accorr.panying 

undesirable secondary effects. This leads us naturally into a discussion 

of a third type of arc jet configuration in which the anode spot and 

usually the arc column is made to rr10ve rapidly under the influence of 

an applied magnetic field. 

XI. 3. Arc Heaters with Crossflow 

Because of the numerous secondary phenomena and modal 

transitions that are possible in the interaction between an arc discharge 

and an axial or tangential gas flow in the arc channel, it is desirable 

to investigate other interaction configurations that could possible lead 

to an efficient and reliable arc jet design. A configuration that has been 

subjected to considerable experimental study is one comprising 

concentric electrodes with a radial arc in the ann ulus rotated by an 

applied axial rr1agnetic field. Gas is passed axially through the annulus 

and is, in theory, heated as it passes through the arc region. 

The interaction between the discharge and the gas flow 1n this 

configuration raises a number of fairly fundamental problerr,s. Some 

experimenters indicate that over certain pressure range s the discharge 

takes place through an annular sheet rather than through a localized 

column (Patrick, Reference 24). On the other hand, the experin- ent s 
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Of Early and Dow at Ml.chl'gan
25 

· d' t d tl t 'd 1n 1ca e 'la over a very w1 e pressure 

range the discharge in their equipment occurred throug h a column. At 

pressures of over one atmosphere, which were used in the experirnents 

reported here, there is little doubt that a column will form. When this 

column now rotates around the annulus the interaction problerr, reduces 

to that of determining the rate of rotation of the column, its cross -

sectional shape and area. Since the force per unit l ength on the col umn 

is constant there should be little tendency for column bending so that 

it is l egitimate to consider the arc as a fairly rigid cylinder. The 

col umn inertia is provided almost entirely by the ions since the 

electrons have such a srr:all mass. The structure of the outer radial 

support of the discharge is probably strong ly influenced by the cross-

flow so that the heat transfer out of the column as well as the diameter 

of the electrical conducting path is profoundly modified. No effort is 

niade to calculate the rotation rate of the discharge in thi s report, 

since the influence of the phenomena that occur at the cathode and anode 

attachment points is felt to be decisive in detern.ining the behavior of 

the whole discharge when the column is only several millimeters long. 

Preliminary considerat ions of this design indicate that it has 

a number of very attractive features. 

(1) The arc length is fixed by the annulus spacing. This enables 

one to control accurately the arc length and hence determine its 

significance in the overall heat transfer scheme. In particular, it 

should be possible to accurately determine the electric field strength in 

the colun1n by changing the annular spacing. 

(2) The arc column diameter remai ns the san-.e over the discharge 
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length and is changed only by the sheath structures that occur at the 

electrodes. This represents, in theory, a decided advantage for this 

configuration as compared to the axial flow -- axial arc configuration, 

in which the arc channel diameter must necessarily increase as the 

gas is being heated. 

(3) It should be possible to continually reduce the diameter of 

the arc channel by increasing the relative velocity of the arc conducting 

path to that of the ambient gas. A glance at the similarity solution of 

Section IX. indicates that this should increase the power dissipation per 

unit length of the column and hence improve the heat transfer character

istics of the arc by increasing the overall potential drop and thus 

reducing the current for any required power level of operation. 

Because of the seeming advantages of this configuration, as 

outlined above, it was decided to construct an arc heater of this type 

and subject it to some fairly extensive measurements. The problen1s 

encountered and the observations made when operating this arc will be 

discus sed in the n ext section. 
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XII. ARC HEATER DEVELOPMENT 

XII. l. The Annular Electrode Arc 

The first device that was constructed had the configuration 

shown in Figure 16. _Little difficulty was encountered in striking the 

arc, and as anticipated, it rotated rapidly in the annulus. However, 

many undesirable secondary effects occurred and these will be 

discus sed in detail in the sections which follow. 

XII. l. l. Arc Potential Drop 

The dirnension of the annulus, that is, the length of the arc, 

was l /4 inch. The potential drop across the arc is plotted as a function 

of the axial n.agnetic field strength in Figure 17 for various arc 

current levels. The general trend is for the vol tage to increase as the 

magnetic field increases. During one run, however, the vol tage 

remained relatively constant over the range of 1000 - 4500 gauss 1n the 

magnetic field. This anom.alous effect is possi ~•ly due to the occurrence 

of intermittent phenomena at the electrodes and will be discussed later. 

Since the fundamental requirernent of a good arc heater is to transfer 

the most energy to the gas with a minimum of loss, it is irr1mediately 

apparent that the higher the potential drop across the arc the better. 

Figure 17 indicates that the potential drop across the arc does not 

increase indefinitely but approaches some asyrr1ptotic value of the 

order of 50 volts for argon gas. This is true over a current range of 

10- 120 amperes. 
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XII. l. 2. Arc Rotation Rate 

A number of different techniques were employed in an effort to 

measure the rotation rate of the arc. Due to the uneven and intermittent 

nature of the rotation rate, however, the only method of measurement 

that proved useful was that of mounting a coil in the cathode and 

measuring the signal generated in it as the current density at that 

point in the cathode varied due to the rr1otion of the contact point of the 

arc with the cathode . 

In rnany of the records obtained from the coil (See Figure 23 ), 

no consistent signal was obcai.1ed; both wave form and frequency varied 

with time. The rotation rates of the arc obtained from those records 

that could be used are plotted as a function of the rr.agnetic field 

strength in Figure 18. A considerable spread in the data occurs. 

No strong dependence on the arc current is indicated, although there 

is a general tende ;1cy for the totation rate to increase w i:h the a::.: 

:;tu· ;: ~ - 1~. To a first approximation, the following equation gives the 

rotat .:..on ra.t:z in cycles/ sec. in terms of the magnetic field strength B 

in webers/m
2

. 

f = 3800 B cycles/ sec. 

Several high speed movies were taken of the arc by a camera borrowed 

from Mr. Ray E. Reichenbach of the Mechanical Engineering Department. 

These filn1s indicated that there was an intermittent tendency for more 

than one discharge path to occur between the anode and cathode and that 

when this occurred the rotation rates of the arcs becarn e quite random. 

Many of the records obtained from the coil in the anode could be interpreted 

from this standpoint. Several strips of these films are reproduced in 
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Figure 19. 

XII. l. 3. Induced Gas Rotation Rate 

The rotating arc induces a cer t ain an,ount of rotation in the gas 

as it flows through the arc region. An indication of the magnitude of 

this induced rotational flow can be obtained by measuring the radial 

pressure difference that occurs in the flow channel. The static pressure 

at the outer edge of the flow annulus was measured at two points i" 
apart, as shown in Figure 20 . It is assumed that the pressure on the 

inner annulus is atmospheric. The results of several probe pressure 

rr,easurements are plotted in Figure L. 1. The radial pressure differential 

appears to be approximately linear with the rr1agnetic field strength and 

to decay quite rapidly as the gas flows along the chann el . The axial 

magnetic field is probably quite ins trurriental in reducing the angular 

velocity of the gas by the induction of eddy currents in the ioi1izc.d ._,a s 

that is not part of the arc. If this pressure a ifferent i a l i s used to com-

pute the angular velocity of the gas a~sun1ing solid b o dy rotabon, 

p = 1 ~/ L. 
z-p(w~) 

t h e n the maxin1urr1 gas rotatio n rate w ould be 440 cycles/ sec . when the 

arc is rotating at 2100 cycles/sec. When l gm/sec . of arg on gas is 

0 
flowing through the annulus and when it is heated to 38 00 K by the arc, 

the axial flow velocity and the angu lar veloci ty at the outer e d ge of the 

annulus are approximately equal at 80 rn/ sec. for the condition quoted 

2. 
above with an axial n 1agne tic fi e ld of 0 . 4 4 (webe r s/m ) . 
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XII. 1. 4. Efficiency of Electric Energy Transfer to the Gas 

The fraction of the total electric energy that is retained by the 

gas as it leaves the orifice ranges between. 10 and. 5 and is, in 

general, intolerably low. There is a slight tendency for the fraction 

of energy retained by the gas to increase as the magnetic field increases. 

The reason for this low value of PG/P will be discussed in subsequent 

sections. Besides having a poor efficiency for transferring energy 

from the electric field to the gas the following other disadvantages of 

the configuration became apparent over the period that this arc device 

was in use and they are listed below. 

(1) As already mentioned, it was found that the arc dragged 

the gas around with it to some extent and set up a vortex in the gas 

with a radial pressure gradient. This introduced an instability into 

the axial flow of the gas which resulted in a secondary back flow 

carrying the heated gas over the electrode and quartz surfaces 

indicated in Figure 22. 

(2) The position along the axis at which the arc struck changed 

with the gas flow rate and with the axial magnetic field strength. Under 

some conditions the arc took up the position as shown by B - C in 

Figure 22. The arc was extrern ely unsteady in this position as was 

indicated by wide voltage and current fluctuations as well as by a high 

noise level in the audible range. 

(3) The rotation rate of the arc was found to be unstable and to 

depend upon the phenornena that occurred at the electrodes as well as 

upon the current and rnagnetic field strength. A number of the 
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photog raph s of the electric signal generated in the coil shown in Figure 

20 are reproduced in Figur e 23 . These indicate the uneven and 

apparentl y r andom changes in the rotation rate of the arc. 

(4) The voltage across the arc exhibited a wide spectrum of 

hi gh ampl itude osciallations. At times the oscillation peak to peak 

voltage was over 50 per cent of the average D. C . potential drop 

across the arc. It was found that in genera l these appeared t o be two 

m ore or less stable modes of operation of the arc, each characte rized 

by a quite different potential drop across the arc, both in its D. C. and 

its A . C . con.ponents . This is well clerr.onstrated in Figure 24 which 

shows the voltage across the arc when the operating conditions were 

identical. When the voltage was l ow and had a high frequency com

ponent (top picture) the audibl e noise level fron1 the arc was quite low 

and a bright ring could be seen on the anode . While operating in the 

other mode (lower picture) the audible noise l eve l from the arc was 

considerably higher. There Vvas no bright ring on the anode in this 

rr10de but i ntermittent flashes we r e seen on the cathode. 

XII. 1 . 5. Attempts to Elirninate the Backflow 

The anode geon.etry was chan~,;t>d to that shown in Figure 25 i n 

an effort to reduce the backflow of 110t gas . The gas was fo r ced to 

flow through a small annular onfice (A 1n Figure .:..5 ) formed by 

extending the cathode to with1n 0. Oi0 11 of the anode. As expected, the 

high ga s velocity through the orifice prevented the arc from stri k i ng 

at the orifices and forced it to strike ac ross the channel width d. 

Although this cathode configuration prevented the hot gas from flowing 
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back over the quartz cylinder, a secondary flow still existed as 

indicated in Figure 25. However, this modification significantly 

improved the efficiency with which electrical energy was transferred 

to the gas as it issued from the heater. 

XII. 1. 6. Axial Positioning of the Arc 

(1) Since the potential drop across the arc increases as the 

axial rr.agnetic field is increased, it was felt that the arc might station 

itself at a position where the rr.agnetic field had a minimum value so 

as to operate according to the well known Steenbeck principle of 

minimum voltage drop resulting in a rr.inimum entropy production rate. 

In order to test this hypothesis, a ring of magnet iron was placed 

a round the region of the a n nulus where the arc was to be positioned. 

The axial radial magnetic field profiles in the annulus were measured 

and are shown in Figure 26. However, when the arc was struck 

there appeared to be no ten den c y for it to stabilize itself at the 

position of the minim.un1 axial n 1a g netic field, so attempts along this 

line were abandoned. 

(2) The electric current g enerates a n.agnetic field that could 

possibly be used to electromag netically exert an axial force on the arc 

and hence help to position it. In the normal config uration the axial 

electroniagnetic force on the arc tended to be cancelled out as indicated 

in Figure 2 7. In an effort to exert a force on the arc in the direction 

opposite to the drag force exerted by the gas, the cathode was lengthened 

and the current made to flow out the front of the cathode. This formed a 

,_/ 

I 
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current loop that should exert a reasonable axial force on the arc in a 

downstrearr, direction. However, as the axial n1agnetic field was 

increased the arc again blew out of the annulus and attached itself to the 

front of the anode. 

(3) The only reliable way to hold the arc in the annulus 

immediately in front of the orifice appeared to require insulation of 

the rest of the annulus electrically. The configuration shown in Figure 

28 was designed for this purpose. The insert sketched in Figure 28 

was made of copper and was insulated from the anode by the two 0-

rings. In order to protect the 0-ring nearest to the arc and to prevent 

a secondary arc from striking to the insert a small amount of gas was 

fed into the srr1all annulus between the anode and the insert as shown in 

the diagram. This configuration successfully confined the arc to the 

position A as shown in Figure 28 . 

Although this design of arc heater appeared to have some rr.erit 

1n that the energy was transferred to the gas with reasonable efficiency 

(50 per cent) and the enthalpy appeared to be distributed quite uniformly 

throughout the gas due to the e l ectromagnetic mixing effect of the rotating 

arc, the arc operation still appeared to be quite unsteady, exhibiting 

sudden transition frorr1 one n,ode of operation to another which was 

characterized by abrupt changes in voltage across the arc and by high 

amplitude oscillations in the arc voltage. As mentioned previously, 

these transitions appeared to be caused by phenomena occurring at the 

e l ectrode surfaces. One well -documented phenorr1enon that could 

cause this type of b ehavior of the arc is the tendency for the cathode 

spot to move in the retrograde direction in a transverse magnetic field. 
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If the arc column near the cathode had a force on it in the retrograde 

direction and the rest of the column had a force on it trying to rotate 

it in the normal direction then unstable operation, exhibited by voltage 

oscillations and unsteady rotation rate, is to be expected. In order to 

eliminate this possible source of the voltage fluctuations the design 

of the electrodes was changed so that the current density at the cathode 

was in the direction of the magnetic field. 

XII. 2 . The Point to Ring Electrode Arc 

The electrode configuration adopted is shown in Figure 29. 

Besides having the current density at the cathode parallel to the axial 

rnagnetic field, this design of heater incorporated the additional features 

discussed below. 

( 1 ) 
0 

The arc was forced to turn through a 90 angle rather 

abruptly. This causes some electromagnetic pumping of the charged 

particles out of the arc conduction channel resulting in a high energy 

transfer rate from the arc and a consequent higher voltage drop across 

the arc. 

(2) The arc n1ust contact the anode on a narrow ring. 

(3) The gas flow over the anode surface prevents a back flow 

from developing. 

(4) The buffer electrode forces the gas to flow over the cathode 

at a hig4 ~lGci.tymea'l' the tip so that good ·cooling in this region occurs, 

large zquanti-~e'-6 of oh:trged particl'es' a 're 'blown 'otit-'of the~ ccftho'H~ 

Ja.tttan-h:tru;frttl r;e.gli.{::mts f-' and th'eL'fCath·oae operat'eis as'"a ··fie1.h ~'ehiit't~1t1 o~e~V a 

wide '11ange d£- current:-~ Some difficulty' was encu'untered' in pr'€{,;eh.Hn~ 

( ! t 
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the arc current fron1 passing through the buffer electrode. Careful 

contouring of the exit orifice on the buffer electrode eventually led to a 

configuration that performed reliably and reproducibly over a very wide 

range of gas enthalpy and power level. No modal transitions were detected 

at any time in this arc. The heater performed equally well on argon, 

helium, and nitrogen, although some difficulty was encountered in 

starting the discharge with the latter two types of gas. The measured 

performance characteristics are discussed in the following sections. 

XII. 2 . 1. Arc Potential Drop 

The arc potential drop was found to depend upon the following 

variables: 

(1) The arc current 

( 2 ) The gas mass flow rate 

(3) The applied axial magnetic field strength. 

A plot of a number of measurements made when the arc power 

was held fairly constant is shown in Figure 30. This graph indicates 

that the dependence of the arc potential drop on the magnetic field 

strength is quadratic, as rr,ay reasonably be expected. 

Numerous atterr1pts to obtain son,e reasonable correlation of the 

relation between the arc current and potential and gas mass flow rate 

finally led to the plot shown in Figures 31 and 32. In plotting the arc 

potential drop as a function of the average enthalpy of the gas, any 

atten1pt at separating out the dependence on arc current and gas mass 

flow rate individually is abandoned. This represents a rather fundamental 

departure from the methods used to analyze static arcs, where the plot 
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of arc voltage vs. arc current is considered to be the most important 

relation of the discharge performance characteristics. As seen in 

Figures 31 and 32, there is a considerable scatter of the points about 

the mean curves that are drawn, however, the correlation appears to 

be adequate to represent a valid relation. 

The pressure in the arc chamber was raised only over the 

comparatively small range of frorrt 1 to 3 atmospheres. Over this 

range, there was no detectable change in the arc potential that would 

indicate a dependence on the pressure, when the potential drop was 

plotted as a function of the average gas enthalpy. Figure 33 shows that 

it is possible to reduce the potential drop plot for any one gas to a 

single curve by assuming that the magnetic field influence is quadratic. 

An explanation of the rr.echanism by which an increase in the 

axial magnetic field strength increases the arc potential drop is not 

imrr.ediately obvious. Since the current enters the anode at a point 

and is not spread symmetrically around the anode ring there is probably 

no tangential Hall current. Instead, there is probably an electric field 

set up across the diameter of the arc which will act to just compensate 

for the direct decrease in the electrical conductivity of the discharge 

path by the rr.agnetic field so that no change in the resistance of the 

current path is to be expected. 

If all of the discharge path were perpendicular to the axial 

rr:agnetic field as in the annular channel configuration, then it would be 

reasonable to postulate that the increase in potential drop was due to an 

increase in the rotation rate of the colurr.n resulting in a reduction of 

colurr.n diarr.eter due to the stronger cross-flow, thus increasing the 
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dissipation per unit length and the radial electric field. In the present 

configuration, however, it will be snown later that probably as much as 

65 per cent of the overall potential drop occurs in the vicinity of the 

cathode, that is, along the axis of the applied magnetic field; hence it 

does not appear possible to explain all of the increase of the arc 

potential with increases in the magnetic field strength by using the 

argurnent outlined above. 

In\·estigating other possible mechanisms to explain the increase 

in arc potential with the increasing magnetic field would involve a more 

thorough study of the n1anner by which most of the energy is trans

ferred from the disci1arge to the gas and the actual positions in the 

arc where this occurs. In this r e spect, the following general observa

tions are relevant . 

( l) The similarity solution of Section IX. indicates that the 

power dissipation in the colurr, n fa lls very rapidly with inc r eases in the 

colun1n diarr.eter for a gh-en arc current. This indicates that one would 

expect the power dissipation to be highest in the contracted regions of 

the anode and cathode fall spaces . 

(2) Coupled \';ith the above energy transfer oy the rmal conduction 

to the gas away from the contrac;:ed portions of the arc, is the energy 

transfer out of these regions that occurs by electromagnetic pumping 

of the charged particles into the other parts of the discharge . This 

is a phenorr1enon that alv.-ays occurs whene,·er a conducting column of 

plasn-.a expanas, resulting in a dec rease of current density . 

(3) The electron temperature in the contracted regions 1s 

ah,·ays higher and in sorr,e cases higher by orders of magnitude, than 
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the heavy particle temperature, especially near the electrode surfaces. 

This results in a high production rate of charged particles. When these 

charged particles are removed from the contracted regions of the 

discharge by either gas dynarr.ic forces or electromagnetic pumping 

or both, large arr1ounts of energy are transferred from the electric 

field to the gas and a high percentage of the overall arc potential drop 

w auld be expected to occur in these regions. 

In view of the above discussion, the following postulate is 

made: In the configuration shown in Figure 29 and in many other 

configurations of arc jet heaters, a high percentage of the electric

energy is transferred to the gas in the vicinity of the points where the 

discharg e contacts the electrodes. The most important mechanism for 

transferring energy fron1 the electric field to the gas is through the 

production of charged particles in these contracted regions and their 

subsequent injection into and recornbination in the gas volume proper. 

In support of this conclusion the following experimental evidence is 

cited: 

(1) Experin.ents reported in Reference 7 indicate that the total 

potential drop across the arc did not increase appreciably when the arc 

length was increased by as n1uch as an order of magnitude. This 

indicates that the energy dissipated in the column was srr_all compared 

to the total electrical energy transferred to the gas. 

( 2) It has been observed that when the electric discharge in a 

cylinder strikes to the wall near the cathode and does not rotate, then 

the gas flowing throug h the cylinder and around the arc is not heated 

appreciably and the point of attachn1ent at the anode burns out quite 
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rapidly. 

( 3) In the electrode configuration shown in Fig ure 29, the 

spacing between the cathode and anode is only about 1/8 inches. Other 

experimenters have found that with electrode spacing s an order of 

magnitude greater , the potential drop across the arc was much the 

same as was measured in the experiments reported here, when the 

average gas enthalpy and pressure was in the sarr,e range. 

If we admit the above hypothesis, then we must next inquire 

into the rr1anner by which the applied rr.agnetic field can influence the 

production rate of char ~ ed particles in the contracted regions of the 

discharge near the electrodes. Independent of the mechanism involved, 

the first requirement is that the e lectrons in these regions be either 

raised to a higher temperature or maintained at t heir original temperature 

over a longer portion of the arc channel by the action of the applied 

rr.agnetic field. Evidence frorr. experiments with the retrograde motion 

of the cathode spot indicate that the former is the more likely phenomenon . 

In these experirr. ents, there is a strong indication that increasing the 

applied n~agnetic field eventually raises the electron tem perature in the 

cathode spot to the point where the electrons are energetic enough to 

doubly ionize the gas atorr1s that are present in that reg ion. 

It must be conceded, a t this point, that there is as yet insufficient 

evidence to allow any definite staterr, ent to be made concerning t he 

reason for the increase in the arc potential due to the applied mangetic 

field. The discussion above, as to the possible n >echanisms involved, 

must be considered as highly speculative and to some extent intuitive. 

Efforts to analyse the contracted e lectrode regions of the discharge 
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are still quite crude as no consistent technique of handling the tem

perature difference between the electrons and the heavy gas particles 

has yet been devised. 

Before leaving this particular aspect of the arc discharge-gas 

flow interaction problem, it should be mentioned that in devising a 

mechanism to explain the higher charged particle production rate in 

the presence of a magnetic field, it is essential to sirr, ultaneously 

account for the rr1echanism by which the particles are removed from the 

contracted arc regions and injected into the gas flow at the higher rate. 

XII. 2. 2 . Efficiency 

The efficiency with which the electric energy is transferred from 

the electric discharge to the gas was somewhere between. 60 and. 85 

for all types of gases and over all enthalpy levels. Typical efficiencies 

for some experin1ents in argon and helium are plotted in Figure 34. 

XII. 2 . 3. Rotation Rate of Arc and Gas 

No measurements were rnade of the anode spot rotation rate. 

Static pressure measurements were made in the arc chamber. 

These are shown in Figure 41 for some runs. At the lower mass flow 

values, there is a fairly consistent tendency for the same measurement 

as in Section XII. l. 3. to be higher when the magnetic field strength is 

higher. This indicates that there is probably a considerable amount of 

tangential velocity induced in the gas by the anode spot rotation. 
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XIII. HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS 

XIII. 1. Heat Transfer to Nozzle 

Following the developrr1ent of the arc heater de scribed above, 

it was decided to carry out some heat transfer measurements using the 

hot gas from the generator. A number of two-inch long copper cylin-

drical channels were constructed with bell-rnouth inlets and mounted 

downstrearr1 of the arc, as shown in Figures 29 and 47. These nozzles 

were insulated both thermally and electrically from the rest of the 

equipment and were cooled by a water jacket. The power delivered to 

the cooling water was accurately determined by measuring the water 

flow rate and the rise in the temperature of the water with thermo-

couples. Most of the experiments were conducted using argon gas, but 

helium gas was used during some runs. Each run consisted of setting 

the electric power level and changing the gas mass flow rate over a 

wide range. For this reason the gas enthalpy changed by a factor of 

8 to 9 in going from the highest mass flow rate to the lowest mass flow 

rate. Many independent runs were made to see if any influence of the 

gas enthalpy o a Nusselt number could be detected, but the result was 

always negative over the region where the gas average equilibrium 

0 0 
terr. perature was between 2500 K and 10,500 K. No attempt was made, 

therefore• to include the gas enthalpy as a parameter in the presentation 

of the results. 

The nozzles were short enough so that at no time was there a 

fully developed velocity profile for Poiseuille pipe flow. The heat trans-

fer rate could therefore be considered as that across a boundary layer. 
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For this reason the measured values of heat transfer rate are cornpared 

w those computed from forrr~ulae derived from heat transfer studies 

across a boundary layer on a flat plate. 

All of the quantities which were measured are plotted as a 

function of the free strearr .. Reynolds number, defined as follows: 

. 
rn 

d 

A 

Re = ( md/ A~,.~~ 

mass flow rate of the gas 

diameter of the nozzle 

cross-sectional area of the nozzle 

viscosity of the gas atoms computed at the average equilibrium 
temperature of the free stream. 

Each set of measurements were carried out over a Reynolds 

number range of l 00 - l 0, 000. 

The heat transfer measurements are presented in two ways. 

First, the rr"easured ratio of power absorbed by the nozzle to the power 

in the gas is plotted vs . the Reynolds number . Second, a Nusselt 

number is cornputed and plotted as a function of the Reynolds number. 

The Nusselt number is defined as follows: 

Nu = St . Re . Pr 

where 

Re Reynolds number as previously defined 

St (d/4..J) (PN/ PG) = Stant on number 

A length of nozzle 

PN power absorbed by th~ cooling water of the nozzle 

P G power in the gas = rr. h 
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Pr Cp.,..U./'( = Prandtl number=. 662 for argon 

C specific heat of the gas atoms in the free stream p 

?< therrr1al conductivity of the gas atoms in the free stream 

The values of the transport coefficients used in reducing the data were 

those of the gas atorr. s only. This was done so that a common reference 

for comparison with other ex.perirnents could be used, since there is 

still little uniformity in the manner by which the coefficients are 

evaluated for a partially ionized gas. The values of the transport 

properties that were used were taken from Reference 22. 

As is indicated in Figure 35, four series of experiments were 

made. Since some axial magnetic field was necessary to have the arc 

function properly the minimum magnetic field in the arc region during 

the experiments was 1100 gauss. However, in the first two series of 

experin.ents the copper nozzle was surrounded by an iron annulus which 

reduced the rr.agnetic field in the nozzle to less than 50 gauss. During 

the first set of experiments the nozzle was shorted through an ammeter 

to the anode and the current measured. Comparing the results of series 

1 and series 2 on Figure 35 it is seen that the heat transfer rate was 

consistently higher when the current is allowed to flow between the 

nozzle and the anode. The heat transfer equation (IV -11) indicates that 

this is to be expected, since the current carries with it the enthalpy of 

the electrons, which is delivered to the nozzle as the electrons enter 

the surface. In addition, the electrons entering the nozzle fall through 

a potential which is approximately equal to the work function of the 

metal teJ X and each electron that enters the nozzle thus contri-

butes this additional energy to t he heat transfer. When the nozzle is 
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shorted to the anode, we should expect that, in addition to the power 

transferred from the gas to the nozzle due to frictional heat transfer, 

the power (5/2 kT;I e1 + )( ) I should also be transferred to the 

nozzle. If we assume that there is no interaction between these two 

heat transfer mechanisms, it is possible to cornpute the value of 

5/2kT/Iet +"')( by comparing the values of PN obtained from the 

measurements of series I and series 2 and rneasuring the current I in 

the former. When this is done it is found that 5/2 kT/ 1e1 + Y.. ~ 3. 6 

volts and that by subt rac t ing the power 3. 6I from PN of series 1, the 

resulting values PN' are identical to those obtained in series 2 

within experimental error. This is shown in Figure 36, where the 

corrected values of PN 1 for series 1 were used to compute the 

Nusselt number that is plotted. there. Since the work function of pure 

copper is 4. 4 volts it is tentatively concluded that the copper surface 

of the nozzle was probably oxidized or otherwise rr.odified so that the 

e lectrons fell tarough only 3 . 6 volts upon entering the surface rather 

than the 4. 4 electron volt work function of pur e copper. (The 5/2 kT 

is negligible compared to 1e1X'.) 

The series of measuren1ents 3 and 4 were rr,ade in an effort to 

see if the n~agnetic field had any detectable influence on the heat 

transfer rate. Although sorr,e spread in the experimental points 

occurred, there was no consistent trend in the data which was obtained 

from a fairly extensive group of experin1ents to indicate any reduction 

of heat transfer rate as the magnetic field was increased. Since the 

magnetic field strength can have quite a pronounced i n fluence on the 

state of the gas as it enters the nozz l e , due to the interaction of the 
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gas flow with the rotating anode spot, it is not possible to make any 

conclusive statements as to the effect of the magnetic field upon the 

heat transfer rate in these experiments. It is tentatively concluded, 

however, that the spread in the data on Figures 36 and 37 is Inainly due 

to rotation or unevenness induced in the gas flow by the rotating dis-

charge, the rotation rate of which chang.es with the magnetic field 

strength. 

Dotted lines, representing laminar and turbulent heat transfer 

rates computed from formulae derived from experiments on flat plates, 

are plotted on Figures 36, 37, and 38. These lines are introduced only 

in order to give some reference level from which to compare the 

measured values and are not intended to indicate the true or expected 

heat transfer rate in the configuration studied. In particular, it is 

conventional to defin e the various gas prope rties such as density and 

viscosity in terms of the wall tem perature in flat plate experiments, 

whereas in the nozzle experirr.ents carried out and r e port ed here the 

gas properties used in corn puting the Reynolds and Nusselt numbers were 

calculate d on th e basis of the f ree stream tempet"a tur e . In obtaining 

the laminar heat transfer rate plot the follo w ing t w o e quations were used: 

q local heat t ransfe r rat e 

Pr Prandtl numbe r as prev iou sly d e fined 

(Re)d Reynolds number as previously defined 

p....«h = PG/ A = power density of gas flow 

x distanc e along the chan n e l 
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This equation was integrated along the channel length to give the 

expression that has been plotted, e. g., 

Similarily for the turbulent section of the heat transfer rate curve, the 

local and integrated heat transfer rate equation that were used are 

q = • 023 

Pr 2/3 ( R e) . 1/5 
a 

Figure 38 indicates that when the heat transfer results are plotted as 

the Nusselt nurnber vs. t:i1e Reynolds nurr,ber, measurements using 

argon and helium gas give results that are identical to within the 

experirr,ental error. 

The results presented 1n Figures 36, ~ 7, and 38 can be 

correlated to within about: 10 per cent by the following expression 

Nu = . 285 { (d/,..t )(Re)d} Z/
3 

The line represented by this equation is plotted on Figures 36, 37, and 38. 

This equation can be written alternatively as 

1/3 

This relation indicates that over the region of (d/..l,) tested during 

these experirr,ents, the fraction of the power in the gas that is trans-

fer red to the nozzle does not depend upon the nozzle diameter but only 

upon its length for a fixed mass flow rate. Further experirr: ents should 
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be carried out to deterrr:ine if this relation is true over a much wider 

range of (d/..i, ) nozzles. 

XIII. 2. Electrical Measurements Connected with the Nozzle 

In the first series of experin.ents a current that flowed from the 

anode to the nozzle was measured. The values obtained from a number 

of runs is plotted in Figure 40. Over the Reynolds number range of 

400 - 1500 this current was as much as 1/4 of the current in the arc. 

At some higher Reynolds number the anode to nozzle current dropped 

off to practically zero and in some cases rose rapidly again for higher 

Reynolds numbers. During these m e asurements, no changes could be 

detected in the characteristics of the arc heater, hence it is unlikely 

that the arc current transferred partially to the nozzle when the high 

anode to nozzle current was measured, although this is one possible 

explanation for the surprisingly high value of this current. When the 

nozzle was electrically insulated from the rest of the equipment, its 

potential relative to the anode was n"easured by using a Volt-ohmyst 

vacuum tube volt mete r. The nozzl e potent ial was alwa y s negative 

with respect to the anode but i t appear ed to va ry i n mag nitude in a 

fairly random manner. However, w he n the potential between the nozzle 

and the anode V N was divide d by t h e ar c potential drop V, the ratio was 

found to be quite constant at a value o f about 0. 3 5. The results of 

measurements on series run s 2, 3 , a n d 4 in arg on gas are plotted in 

Figure 39. The nozzle can be con side red as a pro be and hen ce the 

potential that it develops can d iffe r f rom t he pla srr1a pote ntial by only 

a few volts. This indicates that in the a rc confi gur ati on used in these 

studies, the anode pote n t i a l drop wa s about 35 per cent o f t h e t o tal arc 
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potential drop and that the rem.aining 65 per cent of the potential drop 

occurred in the cathode region and the column, if one developed. In 

general, this statement can be rephrased to say that 35 per cent of the 

electric energy was transferred to the gas in the anode drop region 

and that the remaining 65 per cent of the electric energy was trans

ferred to the gas in the cathode drop region. 
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XIV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The analysis and experiments reported in this paper can only be 

considered as a prelirr,inary survey of the very complicated field of 

energy transfer processes in partially ionized gases. 

In the analysis> son1e departures from existing theoretical 

results of the conduction and diffusion processes in a plasma were 

obtained. These are listed below with a brief discussion of the 

possibility of checking the predictions experimentally. 

( 1) An electric current in the direction of (E x B) x B is pre

dicted from the treatment of the general diffusion equations. Some 

difficulty is anticipated in devising an experin1ent to check this result> 

since as yet> even the Hall currents in a plasnJa have not been 

accurately rneasured. 

( 2. ) It is predicted that a rr.agnetic field can influence the 

thern.al conductivity of a plasn;a directly only through controlling 

(a) the ambipolar diffusion rate of the charged particles> and (b) the 

~hermal diffusion of the charged particles. 

There is good reason to hope tnat this result will be checked 

experirr1entally in the near future. Studies of the radial energy trans

fer out of arcs with and without magnetic fields along the discharge 

axis are presently under way in several laboratories. Provided that 

instabilities do not occur that .may n,ask the results> clarification of 

the rr.agnetic field influence on heat transfer rate should soon be 

available frorr1 the results of these experirr,ents. 

( 3 ) When the plasma ten;perature and pressure 1s such that the 
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charged particle density is not too far from its equilibrium value, it 

has been found that the an, bipolar diffusion of the charged particles 

makes a major contribution to the thermal conductivity of the plasma. 

This is equivalent to the rr,anner in which the atom diffusion in a 

molecular gas influe nces the thermal conductivity of the rr. ixture when 

the gas temperature is hig h enough to form an appreciable number of 

atoms. 

The experiment discuss e d in (2) above can be modified slightly 

to check the above point. When the gas pressure is reduced enough an 

axial magnetic field should be able to inhibit the radial diffusion of the 

charged particles and hence the manner in which this diffusion affects 

the thermal conductivity can be determined. 

The analysis carried out in this report is inadequate to fully 

describe all of the relevant processes occurring in electric discharges. 

The modifications and additions to the theory that should be made are 

outlined below: 

( 1) The effect of radiation upon the transport properties of the 

plasma must be included in the phenorr,enological equations. This can 

be accorr,plished in an elegant manner by considering the effects of 

radiation as due to the motion of photon particles. This assumption 

allows one to consider the plasma as a four particle system and thus 

fit all radiation effects logically into the phenomenological equations. 

(2) The fact that the electron mass is much smaller than that 

of the atorr.s and ions means that the electrons are loosely coupled 

energetically to these heavier particles. This raises two ba s ic 

problerr. s: 
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(a) The velocity distribution of the electrons will not usually be 

Maxwellian in the presence of an electric field. 

(b) The average energy, or ternperature of the electrons will 

usually be higher than that of the ions and atoms when energy is being 

transferred from an applied electric field to the gas. 

Many aspects of these problems have been studied extensively 

by groups working with glow discharges and to some extent those 

studying electrode effects in arcs. The latest and most comprehensive 

investigation along these lines appears to be that of Wu in Reference 14. 

Considerably more work must be done on this subject before these 

effects can be introduced into the general transport equations or 

phenomenological relations for a plasma. A concentrated effort should 

be placed upon investigations along these lines, as a general formulation 

of the subject would form the framework within which one could treat 

electrode and gaseous breakdown phenon1ena in a logical and consistent 

n .anner. 

A corr .. plete similarity solution for a cylindrically symmetric 

electric discharge has been worked out. A number of parameters that 

appear in the analysis are listed below: 

(1) The first parameter indicates that the amount of radial 

pressure that the discharge can produce due to the arc self magnetic 

field depends only upon the type of gas, the static pressure at the outer 

edge of the discharge and the temperature along the axis of the 

discharge. 

(2) The second similarity parameter indicates that the power 

per unit length that the discharge can dissipate depends only upon the 
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type of gas and the terrtperature on the axis of the discharge. 

(3) The third pararneter indicates that for a given total current, 

the temperature on the axis of the discharge increases as the radius of 

the channel confining the discharge decreases. 

Using the transport coefficients that have been computed in 

Appendix l, the E - I characteristic for a confined arc in argon has 

been evaluated. The calculated curve is compared with an experi -

mentally determined curve from Reference 30. The electric field 

in the experimental curve is roughly twice that corr,puted from the 

theory, over most of the range of current. In general, this indicates 

that the electrical conductivity of the gas is actually somewhat lower, 

probably by about a factor of 2, than the computed value. More experi-

mental evidence and analytical studies are required before this con-

elusion can be justified. Once the experimental results are considered 

to be completely reliable, then this experirr. ent can be used to accurately 

measure the thermal and electrical conductivities of the plasrr,a over a 

0 0 
temperature range of 10, 000 K to about 100, 000 K. 

A study of the sheath structure that forms on walls that are in 

contact with hot plasmas is of irr1portance from the standpoint of 

interpreting probe measurements and also in studying electrode 

behavior. The sheath that develops between a hot plasn-:.a and a cold 

wall when the gas is not too far from equilibrium has been analysed 

and found to have the following characteristics: 

( 1) A potential well develops between the gas and the wall when 

VI 
The depth of the well is approximately ( -z- -'X ) volts 

and can effectively form an insulating layer between the wall and the 
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plasma. 

(2) One side of the well extends out only a Debye distance from 

the wall. This part of the sheath can be influenced by space charge 

accumulation on the wall. The other side of the potential well extends 

into the plasma a distance that is controlled by the temperature gradient 

and hence by the configuration under study. This part of the potential 

well structure can only be controlled by changing the temperature 

gradients near the wall either by gasdynamic techniques or by changing 

the current density normal to the wall. 

The experiments conducted with a concentric electrode arc 

heater in which the discharge was rnade to spin by an applied axial 

magnetic field indicated that this configuration embodies numerous 

serious defects, some of which are indicated below. 

( 1) The tangential gas flow which the rotating discharge sets 

up induces a secondary flow of hot gas along the electrode surfaces 

which results in serious energy losses and rr1ay burn out insulators 

between the electrodes. 

(2 ) It is necessary to position the discharge axially by some 

mechanical technique, since it tends to blow out of the annulus. 

Experience has shown that at one atmosphere pressure or higher, it 

is not feasible to use an insulated ring as one electrode in order to 

axially position the discharge, since the hot gas very quickly burns 

up the insulation. 

( 3) High amplitude oscillations are encountered in the discharge 

potential and this, coupled with transient electrode phenomena, tend to 

make the arc behave in an erratic manner, that gives poor and uneven 

heating to the gas. 
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These defects occur in an annular configuration. When the 

electrode configuration was changed so that a point cathode aligned 
field 

along the axis of the magnetic/was made to discharge to a ring anode 

on which the anode spot rotated rapidly due to the magnetic field, a 

marked improverr, ent in the performance of this device as an arc 

heater occurred. Some of the characteristics of this configuration are 

surr,rnarized below. 

(1) The potential drop across the arc depends only upon the 

average gas ent..u.l.t"'~ for a given magnetic field strength. 

(2) The arc voltage drop increases quadratically with the mag-

netic field strength for a give n value of the average gas enthalpy. 

(3) Over the range of pressure that the device was operated, no 

dependence of the potential drop on the pressure could be detected. 

( 4) The energy was transferred from the electric field to the 

gas with an efficiency of between 60 and 85 per cent. 

A number of t e ntati ve conclusions can be drawn concerning 

the n <anner in which the energ y is transferred to the gas from the 

discharge. These are based upon the results of the analysis, the 

e xperirr.ents and some intuitive hypotheses. 

(1) Arc columns 1n g e neral can dissipate only a few kilowatts 

of power per centimeter of length when the temperature on the axis 

of the discharge is under 20, 000°K. 

(2) The production of charged particles in regions of the dis-

charge where the electron t emperature is considerably higher than the 

heavy gas particle temperature and their injection into the volume of 

the gas is a powerful means of transferring large quantities of energy 
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to the gas over very small areas and as such can account for most of 

the energy transfer from the discharge to the gas that occurs in many 

arc heater configurations. 

(3) If it is desirable or necessary to use the arc column as the 

major heat source in the electric discharge, then the diameter of the 

column should be kept as small as possible. Rotating the column 

through the gas by using a transverse magnetic field is probably the 

best method of accomplishing this. 
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APPENDIX 1 

TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS OF A PARTIALLY IONIZED GAS 

1. 1. Calculation of the Transport Coefficients for a Partially Ionized Gas 

The Chapman-Enskog treatment of the Boltzman equation has 

developed an expansion in Sonine polynomials that can be used to 

evaluate the transport coefficients of a gas mixture to any desired 

2 
accuracy • Fron; this analysis, Hirschfelder, Curtiss, and Bird have 

derived a set of detern1inants that can be used to compute the first 

approximation to the coefficients. Correction term s for the calculation 

of some of the second approximations have also been worked out. When 

more than two components are present in the gas mixture the evaluation 

of the general expression for the transport coefficients becomes 

extremely tedious and in many cases is not feasible without undue 

expenditure of time and effort. A method of computing the viscosity 

and thermal conductivity coefficients approxim ately is obtained by 

~ xpanding the respective determinants and keeping only the dominant 

term. This approach was suggested by an empirical equation for the 

viscosity of a multicomponent mixture derived by J. W. Buddenberg 

and C. R. Wilke and described in Reference 15, page 532. The 

multiple diffusion coefficients are computed exactly and then sorne 

approximations are made to simplify the expressions. Approximate 

expressions are computed for the thermal diffusion coefficients. 
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1. 1. 1. Interaction C1·os s-Sections and Transport Coefficient 

Parameters 

In order to calculate the transport properties in a gas mixture, 

it is shown in Reference 15 page 524 that six interaction parameters 

for each type of collision must be computed. In the formulas that will 

be used later, these parameters are divided by the equivalent value for 

a binary collision involving rigid spherical particles. Numerous 

models, representing binary collisions between atoms-atorr1s, atoms-

molecules, a torr; s-ions, etc., can be found in the literature. In 

. l . 22 part1cu ar, I. Am...iur and E. A. Mason have computed the transport 

coefficients for the noble gas atoms up to 15, 000°K using data from 

molecular beam experiments to evaluate the constants of their collision 

models. 

If it is assumed that the long range forces account for most of 

the collisions between ions and atmns then a simple theory of the inter-

action of the ions char,., e with the induced dipole of the colliding atom 

indicates that an inverse 5th power law holds for the collision and that 

the kinetic theory of "Maxwell molecules" adequately describes the 

relevant transport coefficients for ion-atom interactions. In this 

section the six parameters will be corr1puted for particles with coulorr,b 

interaction only. When no other data is available it will be assumed 

that all other types of collisions can be adequately represented by the 

rigid spherical model interactions. These six interaction parameters 

make it possible to calculate the coefficients of viscosity, thermal 

conductivity and diffusion to a first approximation in a multiple com.-

ponent gas mixture. However, in order to obtain equal accuracy for 
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all three coefficients it is necessary to use the second approximation 

to the binary diffusion coefficients. As shown by Spitzer in 

Reference 31, when this is done the diffusion coefficient for the electrons 

in a completely ionized gas as computed by the Chapman-Enskog pro-

cedure agrees with that. computed using the approach of Reference 31 

to within a few per cent. 

The Chapman-Enskog treatment of the Boltzmann equations 

gives the required relationship between the parameters of the binary 

collision and the transport coefficient parameters. The three necessary 

relations are 

Q .., ( ) 
/~ 1 

The various symbols are defined as follows: 

g 

b 

¢(v) 

angle of deflection of the particles upon collision 

relative velocity of the two particles 

distance of closest approach of the two particles 

potential energy of interaction of the two particles 
ml m2 

of the particles = 
ml + mz reduced mass 

1 2 
z rnl2 g 

kT 

(Al-l) 

(Al-2) 

(Al-3) 
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Some differences in definition occur between Hirschfelder. Curtiss. 

and Bird and Chaprr.an and Cowling. The definitions shown above are 

those adopted by the former. Since it is desirable to use the two 

references interchangeably, the following relationship occurs between 

the definitions occurring in both books: 

q (./) ::: 
If.. 

Since the term "cross-section'' is used by many authors to mean any 

one of many different quantities that are used in this paper. a list 

of the most commonly used relations and their usual narrte is given 

below. 

is the total collision cross- section for particles of relative velocity g. 

07~ 

Q,~(~J = :2. 11 I (,- ~'X ) _,t t~.,t 
0 

is the diffusion collision cross-section for particles of relative velocity 

g. 
OJ~ 

- zrr/(1- ~~~ )~ef~ 
0 

is the momentum collision cross section for particles of relative velocity 

g. Since all of the above cross-sections are defined for a given relative 

particle velocity, they are not convenient to use when the particles have 

a Maxwell velocity distribution. For this reason a quantity is defined 

as the reference collision cross-section as follows: 
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[ ...n... (1, Ill 
1.2... R· s 

1. 1. 1. 1. Rigid Spherical Model 

The generalized interaction cross-sections is defined as 

[ ..f J ( j_ 1+(-1)~) J... Q, 1.. R· s. = I -A. 1 +...t 1Y 6j 2.. 
(A1-4) 

The subscript R. S. denotes the rigid spherical model. The interaction 

parameters are defined as follows: 

[ Jl.... -f, s 1 = ( ~ T )' i ( s + I ) ! [ Q -f ] 
12.. R . s. fl. IT/n"'t1.. z I 2. R· S . (A1-5) 

These quantities are used to non-dimensionalize the values that occur 

for other collision rnodels. The following notation is used: 

_n_..P.s 
I ~/f[..n_ ~. S l 

''" ft . s . 

_()_ ..p, s ¥c 

I ':I.. 

= reference cross- section 

(A1-6) 

(A1-7) 

(Al-8) 

It will be necessary to evaluate these parameters for .,l =7 1, 2, and 

s = 1, 2, 3. 

1. 1. 1. 2. Coulomh I.ae ractions 

When the force between two particles is given by F= :.~~~ ~ 

the required cross-sections are given in Reference 11, page 178, by 



13 0 

(A1 - 9 ) 

I~ 
.2. 

Q ,:z. 4Jo t (A1-1 0 ) 

1-t- 41~.a. 5 

In the above expressions the quantity y 1 is defined as follows: 

(A 1- ll) 

e , e1... (Al-12 ) 

Before the quantities can be eval uated a number of assumptions 

must be made. The first is sirnple and causes no trouble: 

For any reasonable assumption concerning d this relation is always 

true. The next problem is to determine the value of d. Most authors 

put d equal to the De bye shiel ding distance of the electrons. For the 

time being the value of d will be left arbitrary and given a dependence 

on the relative velocity of the colliding particles as follows: 

(A1-13 ) 

With these relations the logarithmic terms in the eros s- sections reduces 

to the following expression: 

(Al -1 4 ) 

The eros s- sections can now be simplified as fo,lows: 
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'fl-1:,2. ( I+/Wl) k ( _L-r '12. z , +,., 

Q,~ == .2.1/ ~ (I +'I'Yl) k {( +- f~'+._> ~ t 
1(1. 2 · 116- ~ 5 

The interaction parameters are obtained from the integration of 

Eq. (Al-3) non-dimensionalized by Eq. (Al-5) as follows: 

00 

f e-"'t J+s Q _, ( ) cf...,., 
0 ~ 12. ~ ., 

(Al-15) 

(Al-16) 

(Al-l 7) 

Two types of integrals occur in Eq. (Al-l 7). the solutions of which 

are shown below: 

(Al-18a) 

0() ! e.- '17"' -It h '>? cf '1. • --R. d (-I<_, )r ( ~-/)! = 1( ~) (Al-18b) 

g(O) = ce =- .5772 

g( 1) = 1 - c £ Euler 1 s constant 

g(2) = 2(1- Ce_ )+ 1 

Using these relations and the 
..f Q,l.. (Yz) of Eqs. (Al-15) and (Al-16) 

the following expressions are obtained for the interaction parameters. 
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'7{k Ct•~ 
':~{k(zH~ 

1,3"' "l.. J 

_n_ 12. " ~,_ = n- f-:L ~~~{ z .in (z~ 

~ )-t- 1-Cg) 

~ )+ 3-2- Cc) (Al-19a) 

_n_ 2.~,~ * 1r crr,_:L = rr-£- '+/YYJ {h r( -±-- ).%.(1';;,) ~ 1 + ' - c.£ "l 
g- 2.. Ll z. '11 p ~ L 

The combinations of these parameters needed rnost are given below: 

h [( 2.;,~)~) f7+ I-Ce 

h [2.~ ~]- C£ r * I:~.* I 3 * I ~ .i B,l.. = s...n.,~-4.n.,'.1..- k[-Z.~ 'F]t--y-cE 
.fl.~'~~ __h [2-'~ ~1- ~( 

1-r:-

.J:l.''' ¥
fl.. 

_, ~ [2 1~ &] + 1-C£ 

~ [2..~ 1- c.£. 

(Al-20) 

1. 1. 1. 3. 

3 0 J 1'~ 
Interactions for Ramsa er Effect Collisions 

The e lectron-aton1 collisions in argon exhibit an ar,omalous 

behavior which can be explained by the phase changes in the quantun, 

theory of collisions. The total collision cross-section and diffusion 

collision cross-section have been cornputed and measured over a wide 

energy range. In order to compute the interaction parameters for 
I 

argon atom-electron collisions, the experin1ental curve for Qe, a.. 

is fitted by the following function up to about 30 e. v. 
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/"'\ I [ -. 8 2x 2 1 - 20 2 
LVe,a..= l4. 83 e -4.03 + 1.956 x - .0489x { x 10 m 

x = (kT/.64 e)~ 

~ I 

Qe.t:l = 1. 034 Q e,(l. 

Although in the above function goes negative for x > 40 , 

this does not affect the integrals up to temperature of 20, 000°K. 

The expressions for the interaction parameters are shown below: 

Values of q, 
I<!,~ 

\. s s If + ·cPJ - 4- ·D3 +1·!?-M t I-. '1(d(/o,2 ~X ID~~ 
l (I i"· ~ J. "f ) 4 

~T 
·G,4-/el 

C ~ , etc. are tab ulated in Table 1. e.o.. 

l. 1. 1. 4. Interact ion s for He-Atoms-Elect ron Collisions 

Since no simple rr1odel can ue found to represent the electron-

helium atorr1 interactions, the y ar e treated in a m anne r sim ilar to the 

argon atoms-electrons inte raction s. The diffusion cross- section curves 

from page 15 of Mas sey and BUl·hop is r epr ese n t ed by the fo llow i ng 

equation: 
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("'\ •. : -- { 5. 0 e-· 035p211 1 20 -. 40pz"l l 10-20 2 
'+'(;-... + . Pz.YJ.. e } x m 

P2 = (kT / I e l) 

The momenturn cross-section is postulated to follow the relation for 

particles interacting with an inverse 5th power law 

Using these cross-sections, the following interaction parameters are 

computed 

_n_ 1,3 
(",~ 

Valuesof q, A.,.. Be.:k c.~ ,etc. J e I a_ 1 f?, ~ I ~ 1 
._ 1 ,.._ 

atom-electron interaction are tabulated in Table 2. 

l. 1. 2. Transport Parameters 

(Al-19c) 

for the helium 

In calculating the transport coefficients in a gas mixture three 

generalized parameters are useful. The first is the second approxirnation 

to the binary diffusion coefficient and is defined below: 



== 
3 

lt.. 
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(A1-21) 

The second pararneter is the first approximation to the viscosity of a 

pure substance when i = j and is defined as follows: 

(A1- 22) 

The third quantity is the first approximation to the thermal conductivity 

of a pure substance when i = j and is defined as follows: 

(A1-23) 

The quantity m . . is the reduced mass defined by m .. = 
1J lJ 

m.m . 
1 J 

m. +m. 
1 J 

The parameter q . . is the reference collision cross-section for the 
1J 

interactions of particles of type i and type j. The term f. .( 2 ) is the 
1J 

correction term applied to the first approxin1.ation of the binary diffusion 

coefficient to obtain the second approximation. 

l. l. 3. Calculation of f 
12 

( 2 ) 

In order to calculate the second approximation to the binary 

diffusion coefficient it is necessary to evaluate the quantity defined below. 

r Cl-) 

-r,~ 1- ~,,_ 

- ( 6 c,: - s ) 2. u
t.o( Xx * Yx) 

(A1- 24) 

(A1-25) 
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(A1- 26) 

I 1''\:: 4-A-M" I ('2...B* )~. _L(-??1,-fff'7.,_)2. v , s- ,,_ - ;-z s ,,_ +' ,;::;;-:;: + 2 ....,...,., , --m ~ 
(A1-27) 

This expression will be evaluated for the following collision models. 

( 1) Electron-ion -- coulomb interaction 

(2) Electron-atom -- arbitrary interaction 

(3) Ion-atom -- rigid spherical interaction. 

l. l. 3. l. Calculation of f
12

(
2

) when the First Particle 

is an Electron 

/)"l... ~ ?(I 1... l 
?(.u.... . 

(A1-28) 

U
{l) 

~ 2..-?'YV (AI- 29) 

(A1-30) 

, 
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(A1-31) 

Investigating the order of magnitude of the various terms, one finds that 

X?(~ m1- Y~ hence )( ?{ is neglected relative to Y '< 

v'll = 1 )4 ?( [~/"· 1(,z.. + .--w~~ (-f- }B,~)~'-a. 
r~, 2...,.,., (...,...,,+mL 11.. ')(,, ":L~ 

{ 

11'- 2.. (A1-32) 
+ 2 IW, mh_ 2. __&).. 1(11- - L :~o ( ';. B,~ -S) ~ l 

IS 'J(, 
1 
1(u. I t llt:z.. 

Substituting these expressions into Eq. (A1-21), the following relation 

(A1-33) 

* * ~ A,,_ = A/1 = ff.t..,__ 

"""' c.,: J 

8,2. - . ........ T ,.._, 

' 
"'-' 

~12. I 
::: -1</1 rr£" 

(A1-34) 

?( rz.. I - --- - 'Y2rrYll 'K.t~ 
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13(1+ 4'Ji:"Ae~~+3D~(~)-.3~~ \ 
13 I'W z. 13 /Y1/r 4 Ae z. /}"'.)z J 

1 

Neglecting terms of order mz compared to 1, 

f
(l.) 

ex 

Case II 

?(,.t. 
?( ,, 

13 
4 

Electron-atom Interaction 

(A1-35) 

(A1-36) 

(A1- 3 7) 

(A1-38) 

This expression is evaluated for argon atom and helium atom collisions 

with electrons in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. 

Case III 

Calculation of f
12 

(
2

) for an ion-atom interaction when q 
12 

is 

independent of the temperature. Since the correction term is negligible 

in this case, the details of the calculation will not be given. The final 

result can be expressed as follows: 



f (2) 
a I = 59 + 59 0 

58 + 59 0 
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where 6 is a parameter that varies from zero to infinity. 

l. l. 4. Evaluation of Diffusion Coefficients 

(A1-39) 

The generalized diffusion coefficients in a 3-component gas 

have been worked out in R e ference 3 2, page 797. 

The L .. of Eqs. (III-10) are given by the following expression 
lJ 

(A1-40) 

where 

(A1-41) 

The binary diffusion coefficient s (A1-17). 

In an ionized gas the component s are labelled as follows: 

1st component = elec t ron s 

2nd component = ions 

3rd component = atoms 

In evaluating expressions (Al-40). the following notations are used: 

E- - a. 



A. 
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fLo.. I (z.) l;.l. 
e:r ~. : (Z-?YVc:.) J:za.. 

f(L'\ ' fe.x I a.. 
;"")'YVa. f e x 

f (Z.l 1e.a.. e.z. . /)'yL/ = ~e. 
) 

Jer -F(l.) 
ea.. 

lta..C+E-??"VC 
,/J.,, 

~ 

J+a...C. 

The coefficients can now be written as follows: 

'Z.. 

K { a. a.(I-C.) L Ll\-= E- )'Y1... IT c- C..Yt_ ~ 

f'~) 
e.x 

-r'"' .I a.. 

L = - K E vn { I - a. ( 1 - ,J.. )( 1 -c) } - L .1. 
1 I~ '--?. )(_ 

L K { ~- c-ma.c(/-k,)2..\ 
" "' .= f. Y'Yl. . -t- D () ~ 
4 " ...u--, ...-'(;-, ...... ">1.. 

(Al-42) 

(Al-43) 

(Al-44) 

(Al-45) 
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where 

K 
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E- -m.. ( I - ~, ) ( c - k. ) } 
/tl )?_ 

(A1-46) 

(A1-47) 

(Al-48) 

neglecting the mass of the electrons corr1pared to the atom and ion mass. 

(A1-49) 

Due to the relations among the coeffic i ents, only three need to be 

evaluated. Of the above set, L
11 

, L
12 

, and L
22 

are chosen. The 

dominant term of each of these expressions is now computed and shown 

below: 

(Al- 50) 



L I el 
(')... 
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The following notation is now introduced: 

~::: 
CT$p c~ +c) ( ~)~'2.. 

l ~ I 1")11./.r yt (1+ 0.. )2.. ~ :<. 
.. 
) 

fi -::: (I+ o..) 2. k ( .E:_ ) ~ 
O...+C. 1)?'\.) 

> ./}, =- a.c 

(A1-51) 

(Al-52) 

a. - cp 
a.-rc 

~ ()..rrn ) /A_ 
(Al-53) 

d=. 
) 

~ 

With these definitions, the expression for L
11

, L
12

, and L 22 reduce 

to the expressions given below: 

(Al- 54) 

(A1-55) 

L~.t.le.\ 
(A1-56) 
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When the limitation on the ratio of atom to ion density is irr.posed s o 

- 2 
that oo >a > 10 , the above expressions can be sim plified, since to 

within a few per cent¢= 1 and o = 0. In this case the values are as 

follows: 

L 11 tel 
(A1-57) 

L ':t let (A1- 58 ) 

(Al- 59) 

2 
In discussing the heat flux equation, the expr es s ion L

21 
L 22 - L 12 

must be evaluated. This quantity is shown b e low: 

(Al- 60 ) 

Other groups of these expressions will be frequently e ncountered in 

this report and are shown below in te rrns of thE> binary diffusion 

coefficients : 

¥'>1 
o( 1e1 o!Jza.. /Yf.) Q.. fl'l) 

(Al-61) 
~ ..-lT ( /')"t) Q.. t- I"YV I ) ~ 

'trft oC I e. I ol) tyV c o-s P 
(Al - 6 2) -

'"'l ~T e~ ;rV I + /T'l/ .:a. C I e I ,.-vz ( I + a... C.) 
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(Al-63) 

1. 1. 5. Calculation of the Viscosity Coefficient 

The general expressions for the viscosity coefficient in a 

component mixture is given by Reference 11, page 531, as follows: 

Hlv Hzy H n~ vv 

nl n2 ny~ 0 

["17, 
Hll Hl2 Hlv 

Hl2 Hzz Hz"' 

The components H .. are g iven b y the following expressions 
lJ 

1. y 

/W.: +2. 
"'{ o i --i =. I .._,.: 

~~ .. '71./i ~ .. ·~t- (~ .... -1) 
?7.. if (~i + ;7Yt/i )2.. 3ft~· f 

(Al-64) 

(A1-65) 

The evaluation of these d e terrninants requires a detailed knowledge of 

the collision parameters of the various particles. Since these are 
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hardly ever known with an accuracy that warrants the complete 

evaluation of expression (A1-64) some approximate m ethod of determining 

["1_] 
1 

is desirable. The off-diagonal terms H . . can be made equal to 
1J 

zero by putting A .. *= 5/3. The equation for the viscosity now becomes 
1J 

( 't] I (A1-66) 

This expression is relative l y easy to evaluate and hence a rr1odified 

form of it is used rather than Eq. (A1-64) for the calculation of the 

viscosity in which the A .. * appearing in H .. are not put e qual to 5/3> 
1J 11 

but to their appropriate values. 

In order to obtain an estimate of the errors involved in making 

this approximation the general expression is evaluated for a two com-

ponent Ey stem of atoms and ions and the answer compared to the value 

obtained from the approxin,ate equation. The two results are found to 
1 

be identical to within the order of (m /m )2 compared to one; hence e a 

for the purposes of this report the approximation is satisfactor y . 

1. 1. 5 . l. Computation of Viscosity for a Partially Ionized 

Gas 

2. 

.. 
3 

I + 2. 2 nv_~::;;:;___'Yl_,_· ~-· _/YYV' __ ,;_/17"tt __ ~ _ 

_..., I /YV,; 

--It :t- i 

Evaluate this expression first for the atorr1s: 
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I+ 

The equivalent expression for the ions becomes 

Finally, evaluating it for the electrons, we obtain: 

?tee Hee 
I'YV e. 1. 

J+ 
A~e 

Summing these together the value of ['l ]
1 

is obtained, when E ::::::::.1. 

+ '?1c~ €-__ _.~~-------------------- ~ 

t- + r(£. + .2. c:t.. ff't!a.. Ae~ 
!t! e.. Aee 

71_ I I 

(A1-67) 

As a check on the accuracy of the approximation, this expression is 

evaluated when n e = 0 and con1pared with the value obtained from an 

accurate calculation of the viscosity for an atom-ion mixture. When 
1 

all terms that are smaller than (m /rn ) 2 compared to one are neglected, e a 

then as E ---? 0, Eq. (Al-67) reduces to the following expression: 

(Al-68) 
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1. l. 5. 2. Viscosity of an Atom-Ion Gas Using the 

Exact Equation 

Using the expression on page 530 of R e ference 15, the viscosity 

for a binary mixture of atoms and ions is computed and the following 

result is obtained: 
~ 

I + a...~+ 0 A z-z cr .r T a.. 

[ , ~ 5+3 A1:~ J ~a.. '>t J l"-= ">1. G\C\. ----, ... ,------:._~~~.,...!J----==-:-.... ..:;__ __ _ 

fhr {zr + a...a.. + b ftz.:r ~ 
fJ a.~~ fa. Q. s -t-3 A :a.. r :I 4. 

a.. 

This expression is identical with Eq. (A1-68). 

l. l. 6. Calculation of the Thermal Conductivity 

(A1- 69) 

The thermal conductivity is treated in a manner similar to the 

viscosity. When all of the off diag o nal t e rms are put e qual to zero in 

the general expression for the thermal con ductivity, (Se e , for example, 

Reference 15, page 5 3 7). the remaining e xpr e ssion is shown below: 

(Al-70) 

(A1-71) 

l. l. 6. l. Computation of The rmal Con ductivity for a 

Partially Ioniz e d Monatomic Gas 

The various values of ~ are first norm alized t o ?( 
/\ i j aa 
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'( ~ :t - !a.~ /J :~ 
?( t:t 0.. 

-
Jzr:. ~:l 

'){ z Q,. f-"'-a.. ":a. 
'X etC\ Jio.. n:.:r: 

'?(" ee. 
~ Ra..tA. I - ta.a. 

1<at:t 11#6< ?'t?YV r~e ee. 

?(eQ.. Jet. a. * Ao..Q. -
?(A a. Jco_ ~e~o.. 

1( :te Ja..o... IJo..': 
= 

')( Gt. a. 
~ Je z A e..,. 

The element L can now be evaluated a a 

I 

1~mV 

'T2..nw 

{A1-72a) 

{A1-72b) 

To obtain this last approximate expression the values of A . . * and B .. * 
lJ lJ 

are put equal to 1, the values for rigid sphere interactions, and it is 

asswned that 

The elerr1ent Lll is evaluated next, 
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~ ( ~s- .,. 8 • 
L rz 

4- lr-z Azr a.. 4 + 4 ftzQ. -.3 LQ. 
'X~a. 

+ Ja.a. Aa..'!. .t. " fa. a. Arta.. 'J< Aro... J fl iii& c::t<:\. It;. r.~ 

J .s- E-

(Al-73a) 

+ J-a, lA. IJ~ ?<.a. a.. 
Jze lT!l,./?'YU 

~ 4- [ l!:-I + s-c::r ~a.l ?( Q.c; ja..fA. 3.2 rD.. a. 
(Al-73b) 

Similar approximations are made as in the evaluation of Laa • The 

value obtained for L is shown below. 
ee 

+ IJ~ + 
~ 

The expression for the thermal conductivity now becomes 

Several aspects of this expression should be stressed as a general 

(Al-74a) 

(Al-74b) 

tendency exists to treat thermal conductivity of a plasrna in a manner 

similar to electrical conductivity. An examination of the above equations 

indicates that the thermal conductivity of the plasma is very close to 

that of the atoms up to a quite high per cent ionization for sorr.e gases. 

This occurs because the coulomb cross- section, which accounts for 

the majority of the electron collisions is much greater than the atom-
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atom or atom-ion cross-sections which coun terbalances the effect of 

the low electrons mass. Even at 20 per cent ionization, the electrons 

contribute only a few per cent to the plasma thermal conductivity of 

heliurn. 

A second point that should be stressed is that the method of 

calculating the transport coefficients by the Chapman-Enskog expansion 

does not include any dependence on the externally applied fields which 

can influence the charged particle motion. The transport coefficients 

depend only on the physical properties of the gas particles and their 

collision parameters. Any dependence of the therrnal conductivity of 

a plasma on applied electric or magnetic fields must occur through the 

interactions of the various terms of the phenomenological equations, 

Eqs. (II-11) and (II-12). This important point will be discussed in 

detail in other sections of this paper. 

The therrr1al conductivity for a pure plasrr1a is obtained by 

putting a= 0 in Eqs. (A1-75). 

(A1-76) 

Whe n this expression is compared to that obtained by Spitzer (Refer-

ence 12, page 89) the following relation holds 

['}( ]e I I · 2.. I G (A1- 77) ':::; 

13 Q( Sp fr:e E- + 4'f"P; 
When E- = 1, the value of the the rma 1 conductivity found in this report 

is about a factor of 3 lower than the value given by Spitzer. 
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1. 1. 7. Approximate Calculation of Thermal Diffusion Coefficients 

Because of a general lack of information on collision parameters 

for electron-atom and ion-atom collisions, the assumption will be made 

that the only collisions that contribute to thermal diffusion are the 

electron-ion coulon1b interactions. This approxin;ation is good as long 

as the electron or ion interaction with the atom obeys an inverse 5th 

power law, which is used as a model for the interaction of a charged 

particle and an atom. This approxirnation is expected to be very poor 

when the Ramsauer effect occurs in the electron-atom collisions. 

The definition for the thermal diffusion ratio, J< and e 

in this paper is slightly different from the definition in References 11 

and 15. The following eqUation shows the relation between the two for a 

two corr.ponent gas rr~ixture: 

Ke = (n/n ) (k,y) e e (A1-78) 

Using the expression of Reference 15, page 541, to evaluate (kT)e the 
1 

following relation is obtained when terms of the order mZ compared to 

1 are neglected: 

When this expression is weighted for atom-electron collisions and 

substituted into Eq. (A1-78). the value for 

obtained: 

IS"" 

K shown below is e 

(Al-79) 

(A1-80) 
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To within an approximation similar to that used in obtaining Eq. (Al-80), 

the ion thermal diffusion ratio can be neglected. 

K - o I - (Al-81 ) 

1. 2. Evaluation of the Transport Coefficients 

There is at present a serious lack of data on the cross- sections 

for the interaction of ions with neutral atoms and molecules in the 

energy range of 1 electron volt. For this reason the data tabulated 1n 

this section can be only approximate. The various models chosen to 

represent the necessary interaction are discussed below. 

1. 2. 1. Atom - Atom Collisions 

Data for the transport properties of the noble gases from 1000 

0 22 
to 15000 K has been tabulated by Mason and Admur • Where necessary, 

the data has been extrapolated to higher temperatures by fitting their 

data to a law of the form q = (q ) (T/T )n. The only interaction aa aa o o 

parameters that had to be eva luated was A 11 ~'and Baa*· Using the 

table of values for A from Chapman and Cowling
11

, page 172, the 

following values were chosen for argon and helium. gas: 

1. 148; (B *) = 1. 0; aa A ( ) l 4. 8 0 x 1 0- 2 0 ( T/ 1 0 
4

) • 
2 5 m 

2 
qaa A= 

1. 195; (B "") = 1. o· aa He ' ( ) = 4 . 8 1 X 10- 20 (T/10
4

) • 33 
qaa He 

2 
m 

1. 2. 2. Electron-Electron Collisions 

The cross- section for e l ectron-electron, electron- ion, and ion-

ion collisions was assun,ed to be identical and was evaluated using 
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Eq. (A1-15). * The necessary expressions are reproduced below for 

convenience: 

(Al-82) 

1-t-

l. 2. 3 . Ion-Atom Collisions 

The only information available on ion -atom interactions is from 

rnobility studies. No information could be found covering the temper

o 
ature range upward from 1, 000 K. For this reason, son;e calculated 

values of Hornbeck and Varney were used. It was assurr1ed that the 

temperature dependence was similar to the atom-atorn interactions . 

The necessary data, taken from a tabl e in L oeb
23 

(page 71 ) is shown 

below: 

(qla/qaa) A = 3. 2 0 

(A "'") = 1.295 
Ia A 

(qla/qaa)He = 3 . 60 
(Al- 83 ) 

(Ala *)He = 1. 295 

l. 2. 4. Electron-Atom Collisions 

T he interaction data for e l ectron- atom collision has been corn-

puted from Eqs. (Al-1 9a and b). for both helium and argon. The only 

source of any appreciable error in the computations is in the specification 

of Q ( 2 ) 
ea 

In general, it is felt that the cross- sections and parameters 

>:C The term involving the logarithm of the relative velocit y was 
averaged out of the integral. 
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+ can be accurate to - 20 per cent. 

The data is presented in Tables 1 and 2. 

1. 2. 5. Evaluation of the Viscosity 

The viscosity of argon and helium was computed over the 

temperature range where they are partially ionized. The final values 

are plotted in Figures 9 and 10, where they are compared to the values 

for the unionized gas. In general, the viscosity of a fully-ionized gas 

appears to be about a factor of 20 lower than when the gas is unionized. 

1. 2. 6. Evaluation of the Thermal Conductivity 

The various terms that contribute to the thermal conductivity 

of helium and argon while they are partially ionized is shown in 

Figures 11 and 12. The term arising from the ion and electron 

ambipolar diffusion gives by far the greatest contribution over most 

of the range of ionization, peaking at an ionization level of about 50 

p~r cent. For convenience, the various terms contributing to the 

thermal conductivity are reproduced below. 

contribution = from atoms 
1 + I· 4~ ..!:.- j La.. Jtta. Ra.~ J-o<. 

contribution 
from electrons = 

contribution from 
ambipolar diffusion= 

* Ra.e:t. 

,... A f'l +E.... + -' (L£- 3 B "' ) ~ ee .tf'rr 11: 4 ea.. 

(A1-84) 

{A1-85) 
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Since the thermal diffusion ratio j,( e is small compared to (/eiV
1
)/(kT) 

it has been neglected in the above term. 

When there is a considerable amount of energy in the electron 

excitation of the atoms and ions, the expression (I+ I eJ VI )J., 
L.../r.T 

should be replaced by 

( f )t T + ~ r -t te 1 Vz - Jv o. ) ~ 
f _,k T 

.l.. 

When Finkelnburg
1 

computed the thermal conductivity of argon, 

his analysis did not give him the term arising from the ion and electron 

ambipolar diffusion. The addition of this term is decisive in determin-

ing the operating characteristics of arcs, hence many of the models 

that are discussed in Reference 1 concerning arc column behavior must 

be critically reexamined and the conclusions that are drawn treated with 

reserve. 

l. 2. 7. Evaluation of the Electrical Conductivity 

The electrical conductivity is given by the following expression 

3.1 joo x 
Jex4;~ + 

m h o s 
"nl e te v- . 

(A1- 87) 

This expression is evaluated for argon and helium at a pressure of 1 

atm. and over the temperature range of partial ionization. The results 

are plotted and shown in Figures 13 and 14. 
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APPENDIX 2 

INSTRUMENTATION AND CALIBRATION OF EQUIPMENT 

2. 1. Motor Generator Set 

A nominal 100 kw D. C. motor generator set was used to supply 

power to the arc and to the magnet. The set consisted of two units, 

each capable of delivering 50 kw over a wide voltage range. The unit 

used to supply power to the magnet had a reostat in the field circuit so 

that the output current could be controlled over a range of 20 - 350 

amperes. The current and voltage delivered to the arc was controlled 

by the use of a series of ballast resistors. 

The A. C. ripple voltage was checked and found to be less than 

1 per cent under both open circuit and load conditions. 

2. 2. Magnet 

A magnet that had been desig ned by Professor A nderson and 

used in cosmic ray studies was borrowed from the physics department. 

The magnet was powered from one side of the M.G. set and could be 

operated over a range of power from 0 to 50 kw. 

The magnetic field strength was determined by using a flip-coil 

and measuring the induced charge on a ballistic galvanorneter. The 

flip coils were calibrated on a standard magnet of 2250 gauss. 

The rnagnetic field is plotte d as a function of the current in the 

magnet in Figur e 2-1. 
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2. 3. Heater Flow System 

Two separate water circuits were used for cooling the arc 

equipment. One flowed through a critical orifice and cooled the 

electrodes. The water flow rate was measured on a mercury mano

meter. Figure II- 2 indicates the measured water flow rate as a 

function of the reading of the manometer. The second water circuit 

measured the power transferred from the hot gas to a cylinder down

stream from the arc. The flow rate of this system was measured 

directly by determining the time to fill a 1 litre flask. 

Tap water was used in all cooling circuits. 

2. 4. Gas Flow System 

The gas was passed through a critical orifice meter before 

being fed into the arc. The orifice channel was immersed in the cold 

side of the water flow system so that by measuring the water temper

ature, the stagnation temperature of the gas would be known. 

The pressure was measured on both sides of the critical orifice 

by pressure gauges. 

2. 5. Thermocouple System 

The power in the cooling water was measured by using thermo

couple banks. The cold junction was placed in the water flowing to the 

equipment and the hot junction in the heated water leaving the equip

ment, hence only the temperature incr e ment given to the water was 

measured. 
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The thermocouples were calibrated by connecting the system 

to a dummy load where the water cooled a resistor through which a 

measured electrical power was dissipated. 

The calibration curve of the thermocouples is shown in 

Figure II-3. 

2. 6. Spark Unit 

The high voltage spark used to initiate the arc was obtained 

from a standard Schlieren spark source. The spark was delivered 

directly across the electrodes and was insulated from the M.G. set 

by a series of condensers and a coil in the high current arc circuit. 
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APPENDIX 3 

ELECTROMAGNETIC PUMPING 

The term 11 electromagnetic pumping 11
, is applied to those 

processes in the arc where the self-magnetic field of the discharge 

interacts with some cornponent of the discharge current in such a 

manner as to apply a force on the charged particles that tends to 

pump them out of the high current density region of the arc. In general, 

these forces occur in axisymmetric discharges when either the cross

sectional area of the discharg e changes or when the column d evelops a 

curvature. In pinch discharges, the action of the above forces results 

in the development of the sausage and kink instabilities, respectively. 

When the discharge is surrounded by unionized gas it is possible for 

the colurnn to deform in both of the above ways and still not become 

unstable. When this occurs, charged particles are pumped out of the 

regions of hig h curr e nt den sity and replac e d by unionize d gas. This 

gas is the n ionized by el e ctron borr"bardment and the discharge is thus 

maintained. 

When a chang e in eros s- sectional area of t h e conduction channel 

occurs a radial component of c urr ent d evelops. If the discharg e 

current is along the posit i ve z axis and the channel area increases, 

as z increases the charg ed particles ar e acc e l e rate d in the direction of 

increasing z. Conversely, if t he d ischarge area d e creases in the 

positive z direction the n the charged particles are accelerated in the 

negativ e z direction. The se consid era tion s l ead to t he follow i ng 

general statement: When t h e cross- s e ctional ar e a of a conducting 
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colwnn of gas that is carrying an electric current changes, the charged 

particles in the colurnn are accelerated in the direction of increasing 

area or decreasing current density. 

Considerable experimental evidence is presented in Reference 

1 to verify the above statement. Changes in cross- sectional area of the 

discharge at the points of attachment to the electrodes are discussed in 

sections XI and XII of this paper. 

The forces that come into play when the column undergoes a 

change of curvature are best documented in the rail type of experiments 

or in the production of plasmoids. In both of these experiments the 

discharge path is turned through 180° with a fairly small effective 

radius of curvature. The charged particles are accelerated in the 

direction of convex curvature. 



TABLE 1 

COLLISION CROSS-SECTIONS AND INTERACTION PARAMETERS 

FOR COLLISIONS BETWEEN ARGON ATOMS AND ELECTRONS 

Terr1perature Reference Interaction Parameters 5 2 
f 

( 2) Electrical 
30( "6 - - B *) 

OK Cross-Section 5 ea ea Conductivity 

T /10
4 x 1 o20 

m 
2 Aea * Bea * cea * mhos/meter 

qea (6 c * - 5) ea 

. 6 2.38 2. 42 -. 8 23 l. 56 l. 84 2. 16 61. 1 

. 7 3.05 2.34 -. 548 l. 51 l. 91 l. 93 463 ,_. 

. 8 3. 75 2. 27 -. 360 l. 46 l .08 l. 60 1080 \Jl 
-.D 

. 9 4.35 2.24 -. 214 l. 44 2. 07 l. 36 1850 
1.0 4. 98 2. 21 -.082 l. 42 2. 10 l. 20 2860 
1.1 5.63 2. 15 . 032 l. 39 2. 20 l. 11 3440 
1.2 6. 19 2. 11 . 139 l. 36 2.33 -- 4250 
1.3 6. 71 2.09 . 240 l. 35 2.30 -- 5020 
1.4 7. 25 2.05 . 337 l. 32 2.45 -- 5770 
1.5 7. 73 2.02 . 432 l. 30 2.53 -- 6470 
1.6 8. 16 l. 99 . 533 l. 28 -- -- 7090 
1.7 8.60 l. 95 . 622 l. 25 -- -- 7670 
1.8 8.96 l. 92 . 721 l. 24 -- -- 8200 
1.9 9.32 l. 88 • 818 l. 21 -- -- 8700 



TABLE 2 

COLLISION CROSS-SECTIONS AND INTERACTION PARAMETERS 

FOR COLLISIONS BETWEEN HELIUM ATOMS AND ELECTRONS 

Temperature Reference Interaction Parameters 
30( i -~ B ~<) f 

( 2) Electrical 

OK Cross-Section 5 ea ea Conduc ti vi ty 

T/ 10
4 20 2 A * B >!< 

cea * mhos/ meter 
qea X 10 n:, ea ea (6C *-5) ea 

1.2 5.40 1. 48 7 . 907 . 958 25. 1 l. 04 524 
1.4 5. 16 1.472 . 959 . 949 27. 7 l. 03 2, 280 ..... 
1. 6 4. 9 7 l. 460 . 98 5 • 940 32. 3 l. 03 5, 050 

0' 
0 

1.8 4. 78 l. 455 l. 020 . 938 32. 7 l. 02 8,020 
2. 0 4.63 1. 440 l. 052 . 929 38. 6 l. 01 11 J 000 
2. 2 4.50 l. 425 l. 072 . 919 4 7. 0 l. 00 14,000 
2. 4 4.37 1. 420 l. 097 • 916 47.3 l. 00 16,900 
2. 6 4 . 26 l. 415 l. 117 . 913 51. 3 l. 00 19,400 
2. 8 4. 16 l. 410 l. 135 . 908 57. 7 l. 00 22, 000 
3. 0 4.06 l. 400 l. 161 . 902 67.0 l. 00 23,800 
3. 2. 3.98 l. 393 l. 175 . 899 70.0 l. 00 27, 500 
3. 4 3.89 1. 385 l. 200 . 893 84.2 l. 00 30,500 
3. 6 3. 81 l. 378 l. 207 .887 109.3 l. 00 33, 400 
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